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FOREWORD
The me e ting of the Canada Soil Survey Conunittee at Guelph i n 1976
was primarily concerned with ma pping sys tems . There was a fairly broad
consensus that this is a sadly n eglec ted field deserving much thought
and some systematization. However , there was initially some doubt about
whether any actual progress was made . Subsequent feedback , received especially in the course of corre lation tours, revealed t hat more was
achi ev ed than we perceived at t he time. For example, t here was some
healthy re-examination of ma pping sch emes that had been taken f or granted.
There fo re, we have considered it a ppropriate to compile and issue the
material generated by the meeting, in anticipation of further a ttempts
to document and systema tize the way soils are mapped .
One of the difficulties encountered i n compiling this record nearly
two years after the fact is in keeping a distinction between what was
s aid a t the meeting and what could be said now . A case in point is the
procedure involved i n using the CanSIS Cartographic File . Difficulties
were foreseen in using on t he manuscript maps some symbol s, such as the
virgule , which are used in the computer programs to convey specific (and
diff erent) i ns tructions. These difficulties have now arisen and for this
reason the current method of using the file as descr~bed by Faulkner and
Kloosterman has been included as an Appendix, a lthough it was obviously
not presented at the meet ing .
It is a l s o appropriate to include the Report on Soil Moisture
Regimes , a second i mportant topic dealt with at Gue lph, since it is also
hoped to advance this cause in the near future.
The Reports of the Subcommittees on Landforms and Cryosolic soils
have since been a dopte d for us e and are to be found in other sources .
Statements to this effect are therefore made here, without including the
reports.
We appreciate the effort of Keith Valentine in compiling these proceedings.
J.L . Nowland
J . A. Shields
J. H. Day
Ottawa, December 1977
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REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE 17:

MAPPING SYSTEMS, UNITS AND LEGENDS

J . L. NOWLAND , J.A. SHIELDS and J.H. DAY

First of all we have a tt empted to set out the objectives of this
committee as follows:
1.

To consider the desirability of mapping land rather than mapping
only soil . What are t he attributes of land to be ma pped in our
program? What role should be played by vegetation, hydrography and
water bodies?

2.

To devise if possible a defined classification system for mapping.

3.

To select if possible a set of definitions and practices to achieve
efficient and common terminology and procedure s on a national
basis .

With these objectives in mind our report will be sepjrated into
four sections; Current Situation and Needs looks at the way s ome maps
have been constructed and identifies topics that need special attention;
Mapping Systems : a Review of Responses attempts to put together a
picture of your responses to our memos of the last year; Cartographic
Constraints and Implications describes the problems related to various
types of symbols and A Soil Mapping System offers one possible approach
in the form of a flow chart .
CURRENT SITUATION AND NEEDS
We would first like to thank you all for the many responses to the
numerous memos sent out by the correlation staff . For the most part the
responses were summaries of group discussions. However, there were also
some excellent individual effor ts . They were all gr eatly a ppreciated.
Before going on to discuss your r eplies to the memos we would like
to assess the current situation by making a rather quick s ummary of some
soil maps and legends considered representative of various soil survey
groups. A list of those maps and legends is given in Table 1 .
The information given on each map legend is summarized in Table 2.
The maps and legend s ummary have been put on display in various parts of
the room. It would be appreciated if you would examine them to see if
any information has been misinterpreted or over looked .
Before proceeding further, there are a couple of terms that appear
on the s ummary for m (Table 2) which should be defined:
Soil Mapping Individual : a segment of the landscape that is defined
during the course of a soil survey; its limits are establis hed to
suit the intensity and objectives of the s urvey.
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Soil Mapping Format (Convention) Used : a mapping convenience used
for grouping various collections of soil mapping individuals which
best reflects their distribution over a given landscape. It is
dependent on the scale of mapping , the nature of the mapping individuals and the complexity of terrain and parent materials. Examples
include:
(1) Deciles of Soil Series to a maximum of three as on the Red Rose
-Washow Bay, Tawatinaw, and Morden-Winkler maps.
(2) Soil Associations and Map Units which occur on t he Edson-Hinton
and Rosetown ma ps.

Table l.

List of Legends a nd Maps Summarized

Province

Map Ar ea

Scale

British Columbia

Nechako - Francois Lake
Lac la Hache - Clinton
Nig Creek - Big Arrow
Halfway
Tulameen

1: 126, 720
1:125,000
1:125,000
1:125,000
1 :126, 720

Alberta

Eds on - Hinton
Lethbridge
Edmonton (Urban Study)

1 :126, 720
1:126 ,720
1:126, 720
1 :8000

Saskatchewan

Rose town

1:126,720

Manitoba

Red Rose - Washow Bay
Kettle Rapids
Morde n- Winkler

1:126,720
1 : 125,000
1:20,000

Ontario

Waterloo County
Carleton County (Gloucester and
Nepean Townships)

1 :20,000
1:25,000

Novn Scotia

Cumberland County

1 : 63 , 360

Nor tln.;,es t
Terr itories

Slave River Lowland s

1:63,360

The following conclusions can be drawn from the review of maps and
legends in Table 2:
1.

The soil mapping individual is generally a subgroup developed on a
material of specified genetic origin, texture, calcareous grade and
depth to discontinuity .
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SUMMARY SOIL MAPS AND LEGENDS REVIEWED
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2.

The solum of the soil mapping individual is characterized by texture
and lithology of the materials and by drainage characteristics of
the subgroup.

3.

It is only seldom that morphological, chemical, or physical properties of the soil mapping individual are more refined than those
definitive of the subgroup - this applies to all mapping scales.

4.

Climate, other than that inferred by the subgroup, is not usually
definitive for the mapping individual.

5.

The soil mapping individual was generally referred to as a soil
series and occasionally as a mapping unit.
Comment: To us it was quite distressing to think that of all the
options avail abl e for ser ies separation below the subgroup, those
utilized most frequently have been primarily confined to differences
in texture and lithology of the solum and parent material. Other
definitive characteristics for series including horizon and solum
thickness, color and structure of B horizons, presence of Bm or Bt
horizon have generally been ignored .

6.

Nonsoil mapping individuals including rock type and water bodies are
generally not s hown on maps. - Rock outcrops are shown but rarely
rock type.

7.

Local landforms are generally shown either on the map or indicated
in the legend .

8.

Soil Mapping Formats (Conventions) varied considerably, they included:
Single soil series
Decile soil series (maximum of 3)
Decile map units
Soil Association and numeric map units

9.

Optional definitive elements such as slope class were generally shown
on the map or legend.

· 10 .

Vegetation characteristics of delineated areas were described in the
legend of several maps, but were not definitive for map area delineations.

· 11.

Water body classification was mentioned only in the text of the Kettle
Rapids Report.

12.

With regard to the que stion of whether we are mapping soil or mapping
land, the legends reviewed indicated that:
(a) Delineated map areas range from those consisting of single soil
series (Morden-Winkler, Manitoba) to those which virtually encompass
all the attributes of land (Kettle Rapids, Manitoba).
(b) Most areas delineated describe soil geomorphic (or s o il landform)
elements.
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Comment: We correlators wish to encourage t he mapping of soil -geomorphic
e lements, but he sitate to recommend that we attemp t to map a ll the
attributes~ l and at the present time. Land encompasses water quality
and productive capacity, neither of which is being mapped by most
s urvey groups .
13.

The s oil l and for m mapping model or the taxonomic ma pping model? - It
is only rarely that survey groups are actually mapping t axonomy (ie .
a partic ular taxonomic category).
Comme nt: This is contrary to t he impression that one may initially
get from glancing at many legends whose 1st or 2nd column heading
is lab elled Soil Series. - Most of those series are no mo re t han
br oad subgroups developed on a s pecified parent material . Surely
the series is a bit more refin ed than that. However, let us not forget
that a taxonomic category is a very useful mapping tool. It provides
us with a consistent use of soil nomenclature, points out the rela tions hips between categories, and allows for the extrapolation of
interpretive data between sites that are within the same category.

From t h is brief review it would a ppear t hat we are i n need of the
following:
1.

A dictionary of terms and definitions used in mapping . This is eviden t from the different defirtitions of t he t erm "map unit" s hown in
Tabl e 3.

2.

A framework of a hierarchial mapping system to:
- Refl ect characterist ics of s oil and landform
- Provide flexibility to accomodate diffe rent mapping scales according
to the main objectives of t he s urvey
- Provide information which is readily interpreted for different
kinds of uses.

3.

The document a tion of the kinds and ranges of properties definitive
of the soil mapping individual . These must be compatible with the
objective , scal e and application of the survey .

4.

The do cumentat ion of t he methods for grouping soil mapping individuals in different mapp ing formats or a clear description of the
construction of the mapping unit s .

5.

Map uni t descriptions by writt en, s t a tistical or pictorial methods
shoul d be improved. - The moda l concept is important but the ran ge
of properties and the nature of the unnamed inclusions are a lso
important.

Other needs inc lude guidelines fo r:
a.

The maximum number of legend boxes (soil names) which should be s hown
on the l egend .

b.

The minimum to tal area requirement for a soil to occur on t he map .
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c.

The standardization of map symbols, if only to agree on t he numerator/
denominator components.

d.

The definition of legend column headings on the map as well as in
the report.

Ta ble 3.

Scale

1 : 126 720

Defini tions of the term "Map Unit" as used on different soil ma ps

Map Area

Definition

Hal f way (B . C.)

Comb i nation of two or more kinds of soil
which oc cur togethe r with the same
degree of regularity

Nig Creek (B . C. )

Sub group on a defined parent ma t er i a l

Nechako (B.C . )

Subdivi sion of a Soil Association

Tulamee n (B . C.)

Catena
Soil Series
Soil Compl ex
No te: The Map Uni t was then divided
into subunits on the basis of proportions
and kinds of other soils present.

Tawatinaw (Alta)

Soil Series

Edson- Hinton (Alt a )

Subd i vision of a Soil Association

Ro set own (Sask)

Subdivision of a So il Associat ion

Red Rose (Man)

Soil Series
Grouping of two or more Soil Ser ies
Soil Compl ex

1 : 63 360

Cumberland (N.S . )

Soil Series

1 :20 000

Waterloo (Ont)

Area
Soil
Soil
Soil

1:8 000

Edmonton (Urban Area) Subdivision o f Soil Association

shown on the map
Series
Type
Phase
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MAPPING SYSTEMS:

A REVIEW OF RESPONSES

We would now like to attempt a resume of the responses to the various
memos that were sent out over the past year. An edited version of the
principal questionnaire (Day - mapping systems - 4th April 1975) is reproduced in Appendix I to make this dis cussion intelligible.
1.

Def ining Some Terms

In the above discussion it was pointed out t hat we need some definitions of terms to make sure that we all are talking about the same
things . The exchan ges to date have revealed a fair amount of cross purpo se discussion because of a lack of agreement on what specific terms
mean. Essentially two schools of thought have surfaced. The first list
of terms and definitions was generated by Day and was s uppo r ted and
amplified by McKeague. The second list emanates from t he concept and
utilization of the soil association as submitted by Ellis and fro m the
framework of mapping systems submitted by Dumanski and Marshall. A full
copy of The Concept and Utilization of the So il Association in Saskatchewan
submitted by Ellis is included as Appendix II as it represents a clear
statement of the philosophical basis upon which soil s urveys have been
conducted in Saskatchewan for years.
For the purpos e of subsequent discussion the following definitions
are proposed:
Mapping Individual or Component
A segment of l andscape that is defined during the course of a soil
s urvey; its limits are established to suit the intensity and objectives of the survey.
Consider t he following examples, at different scales.

1:25,000 - Often the individual is a phase of a soil series, or soil
type, esp eciall y when parent materials and landforms are fairly
homogeneous. When parent materials or landforms are mixed or highly
variable, the individual used may be described in terms of the order
or great group level for the soils, with generalized statements of
the landform. Land types may also be defined .
1:50,000-1:125,000 - The individual often employed is
1.
2.
3.
4.

Subgroup on specific parent mater ial.
Soil series more or less widely defined by profile morphology
and parent material uniformity. Phases of series may also be
used.
Nonsoils.
Land type, eg. sloping valley walls, scarps .

1:250 , 000+ - The individuals or components usually will be more
generally identified with respect to profile type, parent material
and landform, examples:
1.
2.

Soil association
Landform, parent material, and Great soil group
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3.
4.

Nonsoil
Land type, eg. floodplain, scree, talus, stee p slopes, scarp.

Wh en t he scale and obje ct ives of the survey have been es tablished, a
decision must he reache d as to those characteristics that s hould be dif ferentiating .
1.
2.
3.

4.

Recommended diffe rentiating components for soi l : taxonomy,
parent material , climate (inferred from vegetation or measured);
nonsoil: rock type.
Recommended differentiating components for landfor m are those
adopted by C.S .S . C.
Optional differentiating accessory components for:
Soil:
Stoniness, erosion, topography .
Nonsoil : Rock har dnes s, topography.
Nondifferentiating characteristics - vegeta tion
- water body classification .

Map delineation
A single bounded area on a so il ma p having a unique set of differentiating characteristics that conform to the scale and objectives of
the survey eg. ABC is different from BCD
ABC is different from ABC
d

g

The soil components of map delineations are commonly composed of
either a phase of a series, a series, or an association . The nonsoil
components may be landform, stoniness, erosion, topography, rockiness,
surface texture, peaty surface or any one of these. A single occurrence of a map unit phase is a map delineation and therefore a mapping
unit is the aggregation of all delineations bearing the same component
symbol and possibly a variety of accessory symbols.
Mapping Unit
A combination of certain defined ranges of related soil, nonsoil and
miscellaneous landtyp e components (ie . mapping individuals) chosen
by a surveyor for its ability to differentiate significant and usually
repetitive portions of the soil-geomorphic continum from other portions.
The mapping unit is represented as being of four kinds - simple, combination, undifferentiated group and aggregated combination. The aggregated
combination is no more than a combination of combinations that are usually
recognized individually on the same map; denoted as complexes by some
people, and simply as combinations by others.
2.

Relationship of mapping units to soil taxonomy and survey intensity
(Day memo, April 4, to pics A and H)

"A hierarchical mapping scheme " has been proposed (Dumanski-Marshall)
des igned to define "natura lly occurring, scientifically sound units that
relate directly to the l andscape, the scale of survey and the probable
interpretations that will be made". In this system soil individuals representing the taxonomic component (and perhaps nonsoil indivi duals) are
distributed in soil associations according to parent material similarities
and repetitive patterns within defined climates, and further aggregated
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by geomorphic units (the landform component).

With or without reference
to the landform component, certain kinds of mapping unit can be identified .
(i)

map unit phases of soil series, families, subgroups, etc.

(ii) complex - a pattern of soil individuals that cannot be disaggregated
at the scale of the survey .
(iii) Association (as used in the United States of America) - a geographical mixture of two or more distinctive kinds of soil, or of areas
of soil and nonsoil, in which the principal components could be
separated in a detailed soil survey.
(iv) undifferentiated group - two or more potential mapping units combined
into one because there is little or no pract ical advantage in making
the separation.
Alternatively, it has been suggested that soil ma pping individuals
may be conveniently grouped according to different soil mapping formats
(or approaches) which best reflect their distribution over a given landscape (Dumanski , Feb. 2 /76) . For example, the soil association as defined
by Ellis is one kind of mapping format. The association may be subdivided
into different mapping units according to the relative distribution of
dominant and subdominant mapping individuals. Other soil mapping formats
include decile grouping of mapping individuals (be t hey soil series or
whatever) or the soil-landform format referred to by Dumanski.
There is an a pparent paradox that whereas a large map scale permits
most use of taxonomic separations in constructing mapping unit (so much
so that some map units may be taxonomically pure) , some diagnostic horizons (Bf, Bt, and Bm) are often not very important considerations in defining
mapping units (Wang). There is an opposing view that some horizons may be
very important at large scale in terms of plant growth, especially forest
regeneration eg . type of A horizon, presence of turbic surface layers
(B eke) . Referring to similar scale mapping, using subgroup and great
group levels in the taxonomic component, one response suggested that overemphasis of zonality results in negl ect of important nonzonal soils.
In the eastern provinces (Ontario eas twards) the traditional approach
to detailed and reconnaissance ma pping at scale of 1:63,360 and larger
has used the series, phase or type as the taxonomic component. The dominance of the taxonomic component spawned mapping units that could be termed
"pure and oversimplified" as opposed to "honesty with vagueness ", but in
reality the " series" were what Pettapiece described as field- de termined
units with a wider range of characteristics than the taxonomic concept
sensu strictu. In reality they were mostly complexes carrying the name
of the dominant series, dominant here s ignifying a range of 40 to 80%, but
rarely specified exactly .
The t ext of the report has been a special element in understanding
the constituents of the mapping units, to the point of being an expanded
legend for the map . Recently there has been a trend to defining mapping
units in terms of dominant and significant polypedons (eg. N.S.) with
family particle- size class separations.
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In cont rast, u common practi ce in the \ve s t ha s bce11 to r e late tuxo no my to ma pping un-Lts through the s o il asso c iation. 'fhe latte r has been
defined (Ellis) as a group of mapping individuals related by their development on the same parent ma terial under essentially similar climatic
conditions. The proportions of different mapping individuals occurring
over a particular l a ndform is portrayed by a mapping unit. Within a soil
association different landforms give rise to different proportions of
mapping individuals and consequently different mapping units .
The difference be tween the two practic es of r elating taxonomy to
ma pping units may have arisen from differences between East and West in
the observable clarity of climatic influence, the degree of heterogeneity
of materials over short d i stances, and the clarity and regularity of
landform patterns .
One point made was that disturbance reduces the significance of the
taxonomic component of mapping units, es pecially if natural fo r ms of
disturban ces such as tree throw ("arbroturbism", Nowland) are not incorporated in the taxonomy .
There was not too much argument with the orders of survey intensity,
(Day, June 16) but it was suggested that any confusion over t he word
"order" could be avoided by a change to survey intensity level (S IL ) .
A majority would seem to agree with the taxonomic levels appropriate to
SIL as shown in Table 4. It should be borne in mind that intensity implies
the detail of work as well as scale. This is why Table 4 shows inten sity
expressed as thousands of acres per man per year and Table 7 below tackles
it another way as inspection and sampling density.

Tabl e 4.

Survey
Intensity
Level
(SIL)

Levels of Taxonomy assoc i ated with various map scales

Scale

Soil Taxonomy

Biophysical
l evel of
Integration
(Belair)

1

Less than 1 : 12 000

2

3

1:12 000-1:31 680
1:31 680- 1:125 000

ecological
<50
phase
ecol . type
50- 100
ecol. system 100-250

4

1:125 000- 1 :300 000

5

1:300 000-1:1
million

Series , type,
phases
Series, phases
Series , family,
subgroup
Family, subgroup,
great group
Great group, order

'OOOacres/
man/year

ecol.
250-5 00
d i strict
ecol . region 500

Leskiw and Pettapiece (Alberta Institute of Pedology - Soil Survey)
have presented some refinements on the topics of survey intensity levels,
hectares represented by areas on maps of different scales, and inspection
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and sampl i n g dens itie s .
conunent s.

Table 5.

They are re pres ented below wi th explana tory

Survey Int ens ity Levels (SIL)

Scale

Name

SIL Code

larger than
1 : 10 000

Very de tailed

1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 : 10 000
Detailed

2

1:25 000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 :25 000
Semidetail ed

3

1:100 000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 : 100 000
Re connais sance

4

1 : 250 000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 :250 000
Explo ratory

5

1:1 000 000

-----------------·------------------------------------------------------smaller than
Synthesis

6

Tabl e 6.

1 : 1 000 000

Map scale and detail of investigation

Hectares (acres ) r epresen t ed by various s i zed areas on maps of different
scales
Ma p scale (relative f a ctor )

map area

2
5 cm
2
10 cm
2
100 cm

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
r-1

0
I./"\

0
0

I./"\

N

I./"\

r-1

r-1

r-1

r-1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
r-1

0

0

0

N

('()

r-1

r-1

r-1

..

2
1 cm*

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
(2 . 5)
5
10
100

..

4
(10)

20
40
400

..

9
(22)
45
90
900

..

25
(62)
1 25
250
2 500

..

100
(250)
500
1 000
10 000

..

625
(1550)
3 125
6 250
62 500

2500
(6200)
1 2 500
25 000
250 000

*l cm2 is considered to be t he smalle st area which can be shown on a map
(from cartographic considera tions )

l :l

The slze of the s mallest area to be recognized dictates the scale
of prese nt atio n . If, for exampl e, one wished to map units as smal l as 4 ha
(10 acres) then he would have to go to a scale at l eas t as large as
1:20 000. If the smallest area needed was 60 ha ( 160 acres) then
1:50 000 would be the logical scale to use .

Table 7.

Code

Inspection and sampling density (bas ed on map area)

Name

Inspection/cm

<l

a

Very frequent

b*

Frequent

c

Moderately fre quent

10-100

d

Infrequent (sparse )

>100

1- 10

2

Code
i
ii
iii

iv

Sample/cm

2

<10
10-100
100-1000
>1000

b* ( ii) frequency is recommended. At a mapping scale of 1:20 000 this
translates to an investigation every 4-40 ha (10-100 acres ).

Responses generally indicated few problems in the construc tion of
legends and symbols that could be related specifically to scale. This may
substantiate the view that such problems are more directly rel ated to t he
mapping model used , whether "taxonomy" or "landscape" (Dumanski). However, this begs the question to some degree, since published evidence exists
to show that there are as many simple symbols and concise intelligible
l egends coming out of " taxonomic " models as there are complex symbo l s and
l egends under "landscape" models. This would be less true if, as s uggested
earlier, some of the report text under the taxonomic model was to serve
as an extended legend.
Actua lly many taxonomic ap proaches probabl y carry a strong landscape
element that are never expl icitly s tate d. This carries through from the
strong climatic element at the subgroup leve l in the taxonomy , the
strong rel ationships between parent materials and landform, and the
almost i ntuitive placement of delineations on topograph i c breaks. In
other words, for many ma ppers it has b een not so much a matter of taxonomic
versus l andscape model, but how well they used a landscape mode l that
was common instinct.
In conclusion , whereas taxonomy is sol ely for the recording, ordering
and transmission of bas ic soil pedon characteristics, mapping uni ts
attempt to display the spatial relationships between sets of significant
combinations of the char acteris t ics and between them and other envir onmental f actors.
3.

Representation of mapping units on the map and in the legend
(Topic B)
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Responses were fairly evenly divided between simple symbol s with
expanded l egends and complex symbol s with shorter legends.
The relat ion of complexity of symbols and legends to scale i s confused. On the one hand high i ntensi ty s urveys may encounter the greater
problem due to their l evel of detail, but this could be offset by the
larger number of r elatively homogeneous soil individuals delineated . In
lower inte nsity surveys, complexity resulti n g from the greater range of
variables in t he mapping unit componen ts more than offsets any trend to
simplicity stemming from generalization.
Map symbol conventions could stand s ome national standardization;
the .traditional e l ements ap pear i n many different permutations . One
s uggest ion was for soil elements in the numerator and nonsoil in the de nomi nator . Others might be soil over landform or connotativ e over nonconnot a tive.
A discussion of the car tographic i mplications of using simple or
complex symbol s is included below under the heading of "Car tographic
Constraints and Implications" .
4.

Incorporation of geomorphological units into symbols and legend
(Topic C)

Conunon practice ranges from mere use of material composition to
landform be ing the dominant element. Slope, material, s urface expression
and genetic origin are the geomorphological elements quite commonly used,
but a sys t ematic treatment based on more or l ess formal classification
of local landforms is not widely establis hed as yet.
Where i t is in use, the geomorphologica l component in mapping units
has spawned some extremel y large symbols and opinion on their acceptability
is divided. Compl ete integration of geomorphology is possible without
need for expression in symbols, provided the mapping units are framed by
geomorphological units in the legend. This seems to be quite difficult
to achieve in areas where the lands cape lacks distinct patterns or ha s i ts
s ubtleties concealed by dense forest.
At small scales the l andforrn component of mapping units frequently
engenders exactly the same problems associated with the soil taxonomic
component ie. variability over short distances a nd the need for complex
groupings and symbols. Where l and form for some reason cannot b e adequately
represented either in the legend alone, or in a cluttered symbol, dual
maps may be the only solution. One obj ection to t his is the expense;
another was "possible con f lict and confusion between surficial geology
maps and geomorphology" (Sudom) .
Explicit integration of geomorpho l ogy is most advanced i n the West
and l east in t he East. In most eastern situations, incorporation in the
legend bu t not the symbol i s preferred for SIL's 1 to 3. At SIL 4, symboli zation is preferred .
Some favo ured the block diagram as the main vehicle f or landform
c harac t erization.
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5.

Incorporatlon of cllmat e and vegetation in the mapping unit
(Topic D)

Most responses indicat ed a desire that vegetation s hould be descriptive rather than definitive for mapping units and several advocated block
diagrams as the best means of illustration.
It is recognized that macroclimate exercises a rather strong definitive role through the great group and subgroup levels of the taxonomic
component in the mapping unit, and pedoclimate through the family level.
Durnanski and Marshall placed macroclimate as a primary separator in their
suggested hierarc hical mapping system, but not to be used for detailed
separations. Nobody discussed the role of significant contrasting mesoclimates s uch as those that would need to be identified in the land
evaluation program. Things like frost-pockets and coastal-strip influence
have often been di scussed in the interpretive sections of soil reports;
it might be productive to incorporate such factors in the mapping unit
differentiae ie. at the inventory as well as the interpretive stages of
the survey process.
Incorporation of macroclimate and vegetation as definitive components
o f mapping units appears mor e useful at smaller scales (SIL 4 and 5).
6.

Incorporation of stoniness, topography, and erosion into symbols
and legend
(Topic E)

There seems to be little controversy on the handling of these
factors as nonsoil phases of series at larger scales (SIL land 2); they
are represented in several different symbol layouts in different surveys.
There was little said abo ut smaller scale surveys.
According to some possible definitions of mapping units these
features help to define the unit, but by the definition to be proposed
they define subdivisions of mapping units called map unit phases.
There is probably quit e a bit of flexibility as to whether traditional
slope classes be merged with or superseded by general landform characterization in the l egend or symbol. This would also be true for stoniness
which could b e incorporated in the mapping unit or association definitions
in the l egend as opposed to symbolization . Stoniness ran ges expressed
only in the legend would presumably cover a range and would result in a
loss of some site-specific information.
There were no s uggestions for changes in class limits or definitions
fo r stoniness or slope, although some improved criteria for stoniness
might well deserve attention .
No feelings were expressed on the adequacy or inadequacy of our
exist ing treatment of actual erosion or potent ial hazard. This is a lso
fair game for improvement in view of the extent of the process in both our
arid and humid climates, and in view of the general downplaying of its
significance during the CLI capability exercise . There is a deficiency
to be made up here.
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In general, slope and stoniness appear in the denominator of the
map symbol, and erosion in the numerator. It would be easier on the user
if a measure of national uniformity were achieved.
7.

Method of handling complex distributions
(Topic F)

"Honesty with vagueness" won hands down over the oversimplifiedfalse-purity-with-explanatory-text approach that characterized many
surveys in the past. Few voiced concern over the vagueness implicit in
associations of dominants, subdominants and inclusions, perhaps because
it is unavoidable at the speed we cover the ground. But do we need
cut-off guidelines for the third association in a complex or for the
column of "inclusions" that clutter the legend? Here again use of diagrams
might be enco uraged to aid the user establish the probable location of
soil individuals, assuming the basic inventory map is to be available to
the user.
8.

Relative interpretability of different types of mapping unit
(Topic G)

This question elicited a weak response, possibly a question of ask
a stupid question ••. Or because the different types of mapping unit had
not been defined.
Some favoured the interpretation of the whole mapping unit s on the
basis of the dominant member, while others could not accept this and
preferred the apportioning of interpretive ratings according to proportional representation of mapping individuals. Ontario recognizes real
problems here and is studying the matter.
Several people support multiple interpretive maps regardless of the
type of mapping unit and the expense, and very few expressed satisfaction
with i nterpretive tables in t he text being the sole means of communication.
A note of caution was voiced against multiple-use interpretive maps because
of the confusion they can cause . This topic is discussed further in
"Cartographic constraints and implications" below.
9.

Relationship between symbol and legend complexity and the expertise
of the user
(Topic J)

An a lmost unanswerabl e question s ince few people could be quite sure
how complex is complex, and what is costs. The question possibly arose
at a time of frustration with the effect of the landform classification
on map symbols. British Columbia remains adamant that " anyone can break
down complex symbols i f he has adequate legends " (and doesn't break down
first?). Bel air from the Quebec biophysical viewpoint is in agreement
with this position since he does not expect any user to take a soil map
and interpret it.
A majority of respondents dislike compl ex symbols because of the
real problems of comprehension they create. After all, other pedologists
are also users, and even some of them find the symbols hard to cope with.

The increased frequency of errors during c ompil at ion and the costly
slowdown in compilation are real problems. So too is the obliteration
of bas e map information, espec ially in inhabited areas where it is important. The se points are discussed more fully below under the heading
"Cartographic cons traints and conclusions ".
10 .

Do you seek to characte rize
(Topic K)

11

land 11 or

11

soil 11 ?

The landscape model can provide a more satisfying and complete
synthes is of information and proba bly reduces the soil taxonomic component
to its proper perspective , a "basic buildin g block" (Dumanski). I t may
facilitate interpretations and l and evaluation, and help avo id problems
s uch as complex symbol s. A majority of r espondents embraced it, even
without having any concrete proposal to chew on during t he exchange of
memos .
However, a s igni fican t number of pe dologists have stated that they
ma p soil rather than land . A few among them appear to have a concept of
soil that is a lmo st as broad as the concepts of land held by others. Many
treat l and e l ements descriptively rather than in t he definition of mapping
units .
The re is just about a concensus among r espondents t hat low intensity
surveys r e quire a l andscape a pproach, and some would reduce the significance
o f t h e s oil taxonomic component i n mapping units to negligible proportions .
une wonders if t here is a problem in the landscape appr oach f or those
working in areas of subdued complex l andforms that are patternless, or
well camouflaged by forest. The geomor phic boundar ies are frequently not
sel f-evident, and the units themselves incorporate a number of classes from
the l andform cl assification scheme . The decisions as to which units s hould
be complexed and de lineated are not easy and the result may be very arbitrary
so il geomorphic units . Thi s is illus t rated i n t he six options shown in
Figure 1. The choice is strongly influen ced by intensity of t he survey
and scal e.
Landscapes that do no t readil y resolve t h emsel ves into neat units
and easily perceived pat t erns could conc eivably end up in a mess of dominant, s ubdominant and included l andform cl asses. The advantages of this
might be ques tioned , and a pragmatic mapper would probably simplify his
symbol s .:rncl omit some landform detail. Such compl ex l andscapes confront
the mapper in many parts of Canada.
Until perhaps five years ago we mapped t he climate a nd l andform by
implication rather t han direc tly as is now the growing custom. It r emains
to dec ide whether or not we wi ll sys t emat ize the mapping of some of the
other attributes of l and.
Our position is that t h e national system of landform classif ic ation
should be used as the framework within which soils s hould be mapped at
all scal es. It therefore may be concluded t hat vegetation, hydrology,
man' s act ivity and all other a t tributes of l and s hould no t b e us ed as
defin itive charac t e ristics.
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FIGURE 1

An example of options for mapping

complex geomorphic landscapes
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Only the soil-geomorphic aspects will be definitive. This in no
way downgrades the importan ce of climate in mapping, because we believe
it is adequately incorporated in the soil taxonomic system.
The other unmapped land attributes may be used descriptively to
characterize mapping units.
11.

Philosophy
(Topic L)

Expressions of philosophy were not plentiful, but a few building
blocks may be star ting to take shape that could lead to a "body of
philosophical principles and general conceptions" underlying soil survey.
Among them are statements on the relationship of mapp i ng and soil
taxonomy, the landscape model and the hierarchical mapping system. These
are discus sed elsewhere.
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CARTOGRAPHIC CONSTRAINTS AND IMPLICATIONS
The memorandum of Day, Kloosterman and Roberts (edited and reproduced
in Appendix III) dated May 75 e licited only one response. This was rather
disappointing but maybe too few understood the questions and their importance.
Part A of that questionnaire referred to the 60 byte memory capacity
made up of 12 packages with four characters each, plus twelve separators.
When the questionnaire was circulated Ed Brandon had almost finished
the program to remove the 12 pack.age limit and to retain the 60 byte
memory capacity . Within this constraint there is now no limitation to
the CanSIS system, neither is there any limitation on the amo unt of prosestyle descr iption that can be accornodated in the legend. Two examples of
the way long symbol s can be handled are shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
The 60 byte memory includes all s ymbol elements plus separators.
Part B of questionnaire . The maps in cartography at present have
fairly simple l andform terms and symbols. But the last report of the
landform conunittee has generated a system that has the potential for much
more complicated symbols. It can describe complex or combined landforms
and materials, and their erosional modifiers, and has virgules and colons
that inf orm the user of the proportions of each component. Three possible
types of landform symbol are shown in Figure 4 . They are taken from reports of Lord , Boydell and Acton. In each case we have added an imaginary
map unit symbol to the denominator, as is usually done.
The major point we want to make here is that the Gradicon digitizing
table in use has a keyboard similar to a typewriter with additional
buttons or special signs. The signs are used to code instructions on
where to place superscripts, colons, hyphens, subscripts, etc. that you
might wish to use in thes e landform and soil symbols. But the number of
choice s is small and the commands have to be written by a programmer.
Mo s t of our draftsmen are not skilled typists and do the hunt and
peck routine while the monster chatters back through the teletype. One
error, the bell rings and the kiss- off button (X OFF) flashes red.
This is the element of the problem on our minds when we asked about
accuracy and acceptable error rates . Those who replied expected top
accuracy. But complicated symbols require more time and care to enter.
Part C of the questionnaire discussed the capability of the CanSIS
map data system to accept additional categories of information, eg. vegetation and hydrology . It is possible, but the four symbol data files
must have conunon polygons.
As an example let us use the Prince Alber t National Park pilot
project. We received a soil map , a vegetation map with symbols and line
segments additional to those on the soil map , and a forest type map with
symbols and line segments additional to the preceding two .
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association
unit
surface
tex ture

s ubstrate
phase
surface
texture

Hml/TI Bl/Tl - sil (g) Me3/GTsl- sl(g)

/La3 ST 0-2
landfonn

/

surface
stoniness
topography

c§!).(i}Q)-®{~) ;Q)+@.G)-@:(@:@+@.G)
@-@)-@:@)+@
18 package s
47 bytes
FIGURE 2:

Coding of long symbol for
a soil - geomorphic unit .

Mineral
landfonn
r elief . . . . . ._ b
slope ~

2

Organic
landfonn

clv - tMpe 7

Bv - t3

Kr2 -3

My 2 - 1

513

Mine ral
soil unit

Organic
soil unit

(§) :@-G}C~}G-@);(~> 0 -@+Q}@
@+@)- @-@)+(D
16 packages
40 bytes
FIGURE 3:

Coding of symbol for mineral
and organic landfonns
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FIGURE 4:

0

Acton

Various types of landform
symbol (denominator)

Hml ;T:1-Bl ;T;I+ sil,g-Me3;GT:sl + sil,g/ M-Mv-3- st:3
* PT=Vi:Gb:C

*

PT?7-SW!;?:

69 bytes
for 3 categories of
information

FIGURE 5:

A possible symbol g1v1ng soil,
vegetation and forest type data for
a polygon from the Prince Albert
~ational Park pilot project.

It is po ssible t o add a few line segments to expnnd t lt li soi.l polygon
set, but i t is very c umber s ome if many segme nts are to be Added. At the
present time it is preferable to digitize t he t hree compl ete maps separately and to treat the legends separately, because you must by now reali ze
that 60 byte memory capacity is limiting . One of the possible discrete
polygons coded with the three categories of information is shown in Figure
5. As you can see it requires more bytes than the total capacity: 69.

In t he last part of the question asked it was stated that alternative
types of symbols must b e considered. The reasons are
1.
2.
3.

ability to comprehend the information
l egibility of map
cartographic cost

Three main cho i ces are available to us, assuming that we wish to
cover four categories of inforn1ation, for example soils, landform, vegetation, and hydrology. The choices are

1.

All inclusive, all comprehensive symbols arrayed in 4 point style .
(soil)
Hml/T1Bl/T1-sil(g)Me3/GTsl-s il ( g )
mMv2 St3 El R3
(landform)

(vegetation)
Pt7Swi 3
Psc Vi Wsa 5
(hydrology)

This choice would quickly exceed the 60 byte capacity, more bytes create
a higher error rate, require more programming and therefore increased
time, cause minimum legibility of map base and map units, and require very
simple legends. The polygons become increasingly smaller as more categories
of information are added, but they are proba bly t he easiest for a pedologist (author principally) to correlate.
2.

Semi-connotative symbol
Hml-Me3 105
Mv2

7

Pt 9
PsWsa5

Here t he generalized e l ement of each category connotes only a limited
amo unt of data and the numeric e l ement leads into a portion of the semiextended l egend to provide extra details.
This method is considered preferable to choice 1 because the symbols
are small er with lower error r ate and require l ess cartographic t ime,
although they require nearly as much programmer time. The symbols are
less connotative than choice 1 but more legibl e .
3.

Totally nonconnotative symbols
51051

V 91

L

H 52

76
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This choice is preferable to the others because the cartographic error
rate and the programmer input are both minimized and the legibility is
superior. The legend must be all inclusive, but would not be longer
than for either choices 1 or 2 for the description of the mapping individuals. However it would have to be more complex in order to describe
eac h map unit. For example Sl051 would refer to a part of the soil
legend, H52 to part of the hydrology legend.
Summary
1.

Based on our own preju~ices and lack of experience, we prefer choice
2 with choice 3 close behind it.

2.

We wish to stress that virgules, colons, semicolons, and dashes are
used as separators in coding the map symbols. They must not be used
a t all in the map symbol itself.

3.

We plead on behalf of draftsmen and programmers, to say nothing
of the users of maps, for the highest possible degree of uniformity
in the symbols. Pity the poor draftsmen and programmer.

4.

Legends s hould be organized in tabular form, ordered internally by
alphabetical or numerical sequence. Legends should be as connotative
as possible, eg. use words (6 to 9% slopes) not classes (class 4
slopes).
~-

5.

If more than one category of information is displayed create a
separate legend for each.

Interpretations in relation to scale and kinds of map units
Responses to topic G of the memo from Day dated 4th April 1975
covered the entire range from rating only the dominant soil component,
to giving an average rating for all components in the map unit. There
are real problems in this area that we suspect will be discovered once
we undertake to prepare single purpose interpretive and rating maps.
Much of our current philosophy on ratings is drawn from the U.S.
Guide for interpreting engineering uses of soils. We find these guidelines quite inclus ive, and very satisfactory for rating mapping individuals, when the mapping individuals equates with the taxonomic soil series
or phases of ser ies. After all , the guidel ines were developed as part
of the standard progressive s urvey at 1:25,000 in the United States.
But the problem, briefl y sta t ed, is how .!E_ rate~ map delineation
when it includes dissimilar soil individuals, and phases based on difference s in topography, stoniness etc . This kind of map delineation i s
commonly used at smaller scales (1:100,000-1:250,000), but can a lso be
used at larger scales to depict inseparable contrasting mapping individuals. In either case we think it is quite unacceptable to give an
average rating (eg. s light limitation plus severe limitation averages
to moderate limitations) because it is unreal.
It may be slightly be tter to state the rating of the dominant
component, but surel y for some uses the s ubdominant component may be
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crltical. I magine a septic filter field on deep well-drained loam with
s poradic s ubdominant rock outcrops. Or again, imagine rating the mass
movement hazard of a morainal blanket with slopes covering the range
fro m JO to 50%.
We think one must expr ess the probability of finding a certain
limitation for use in the map unit. Our various systems of r ecording
dominance of ma pping individuals within the map unit do indeed record
a probability, and therefore it is very logical in our view to report
the interpretive ratings in the same way one reports the composition of
the mapping unit.
eg. SV7 GJ

70 percent well drained and 30 percent poorly drained clayey
lacustrine soils

for septic field t he rating would be
M7S VJ

70 percent moderately severe and 30 percent very severe
limitation due to slow conduc tivity or high water table .

This approach applies both to soil maps on which ratings of soil
map units are given in tabular form and to single-purpo se interpretive
maps.
The pedologist must rate each soil individual. The computer printout of symbol s will be of great help in this operation. Once completed,
the computer and plotter together will draw the interpretive map
The computer will not likely impose any foreseeable constraint on
the interpretive symbols; they are based on the 80 character card
ie. 20 for symbol plus 60 for interp rating
or 60 for symbol plus 20 for interp rating.
Editor ' s note: A description of the procedure for "Retrieving Interpretive Maps fro m the CanSIS Cartographic File" is included as Appendix IV
to bring this discussion up to date (December 1977).
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A SOIL MAPPING SYSTEM
McKeague in reviewing the history of soil c lassification points out
the need for a system of classifying and naming soil mapping units i n
addition to a taxonomic system. Thirty or more years ago terms like "Soil
Zone", "So i l Subzone", "Azonal" , "Int razonal ", etc. were used to this
end . Within the l as t five years another set of terms "Land Region",
"Land District" , ''Land Type" etc. have been developed by some biophysical
mappers . We con clude that a hierarchical classification has merit
beca use it aims to give the soil-geomorphic pattern "pred ictive capacity
which ultimate l y translates itself into a more rapid and better survey" .
It provides for the "definition of naturall y occurring scientifically
s ound units that relate directly to the landscape, the scale of survey
and t he probabl e interpr.etations 11 •
We have elabo rated the proposals of Domanski and Marshall into a
soil mapping system which is depicted as a flow chart in Figure 6. It
i s designed a s an a id to dis cussion, and puts the various e l ement s of
soil s urveying in roughly their correct perspectives. With furt her
refinement and the addition of minimum specifications for some of the
boxes, it migh t b e made into a formalized mapping system.
Commencing at the top of the diagram the system is represented as
having two thrus t s, one at the left depicting decisions on s urvey policy
and objectives , and t he other outlining survey procedures . These merge
together in the selection and definition of mapping units .
The first t hrust involves considering the kinds of interpretations
to be made and the best ways of making them within t h e constrain ts of
the size of the area. The s cale and intensity of the survey and the
possible maximum number of mapping units that might be recognized must
a l so be considered. Whi l e it has b een stated that t he number of unit s
s hould be limited for human comprehension, this would seem to apply mor e
to published info r mation and l ess to the inhouse documents on which
interpretive published information is based.
The survey procedures portion is divided into sequential levels of
abstraction that one passes through in focussing on the mapping individual s, and the acti vities leading to the s uccessive establishment of a
hierarchy of landscape and soil units that molds individuals into mapping
unit s.
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FIGURE 6: A SOIL MAPPING SYSTEM
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l{El'OHT Of

THE SUBCOMMITTEE 4 :

SOIL WATER REGIMES

E.E. MACKINTOSH, CHAIRMAN
Background and Summary
A proposed sys t em for descr ibing " soil water regimes" was distrito comnd ttee me mbers for review i.n January, 19 76. It i s included
as the la s t part of this report . The contents of this proposal was
discussed at the C.S.S.C. mee tings on Thursday morning, February 26th and
the following section briefly summarizes the outcome of these discussions
and, incorporates individual comments r eceived by mail.

buLed

Brie fly, consens us was reached by t he group on the following points:
1.

The system developed for describing " soil water regimes " in Canada
should be based predominantly on site charact eristics r ather t han
taxonomic cr iteria.

2.

The system should be refined and implemented over a period of years
as criter ia are developed and measurements become available. During
t he intervening period, the present soil d r ainage classification
will continue to be used in con junction with those segments of the
new scheme which have been developed to a workable stage.

3.

Th e proposed system should be modified by dele t ing the soil drainage
classes and the hydrologic soil groups. Furthermore, considerabl e
modifica tion is required in adapting so i l moisture regime subclasses
for fi eld use .

4.

The guidelines for describing "s oil water regimes" will consist of
the following c l ass es of information:
i)
ii)

Climatic criteria for subdividing the country into regions.
Lands cape criteria for identifying discharge-recharge areas
(to be develope d).
iii) Soil moisture reg ime classes based on modif i ed so il fam il y
criteria to be us ed a t the site l evel.
iv) Soil transmissibility classes (equivalent to soil permeability
classes) with the addition of a descr i ptor for lateral subsurface movement (horizont al transmissibility).
v)
Zones of water satur ation.
Second Approximation for Guidelines to describe " Soil Water Regimes "
Climatic Crite ria
1.

It was gene rally agreed that the soil moisture subclasses developed
for the soil climatic map of Canada were inadequate f or use in differentiating mois ture regions, particularly in B.C. and northern
Canada. The pres ent system should however be expanded, modifi ed a nd
deve loped i n more de tail for use at the so il family level.
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2.

Consens us was reached that regionalization of Canada was necessary
for adequate des cript i ons of " soil wat e r regimes " , and t hat t hese
criteri a s hould be developed str ictly from clima t ic information.

3.

Deve lopment o[ furt her g uidel ines for climatic regionaliza tion should
con t inue , par tic ularly with reference to t he unique conditions in
B.C. a nd nor th ern Canada . Lavkulic h and Tarnocai, r es pect ively ,
are belng contacted to d evelop furt her input in these areas.
La nd scape Criteria

1.

A need was expressed to develop a c l assificat i on which would relate
surface-subs urface hydrology to landscape position.

2.

This system is in its infancy and W. Pet l apiece has agreed to s trike
a s mall subcommittee to develop a proposal over t he next f e w months.
Soil Moisture Criteria for the Site Level

1.

These would parallel the guide l ines es t ablis hed for soil families
(Pro c. 9th C.S .S.C. Meeting, Sas katoon, 1973). However modifications
i n t he temperature a nd moisture s ubclasses are nec essary to fit
British Columbia and northern Canada conditions.

2.

Fur t her, the soil fami l y criteria s hou ld be mod ified to i n clude
quantifiable soil characteristics such as poro sity, pore size
distr ibution and de pth of the control se ction.

3.

Individual s wil l be contacted for further ideas and contr ibutions
i n this area.
So il Transmi ss ibility Classes

1.

The term permeability was replaced by transmlssibility , otherwise
the written definitions remain the same.

2.

I t was s ugges t ed that the number of quantitative classes (vert ical
t ransmissibillty ) be expanded to coincide with the U.S.D. A. sys t em
a nd thes e are as follows:

Low
Medium
High

3.

very slow
s low
moderately slow
moderate
moderately rapid
rapid
very rapid

cm/hr

i n/hr

<0.15
0.15 - 0 .50
o. 5-1. 5
1. 5-5
5-15
15-50
>S O

<0 .06
0.06 - 0.2
0 .2-0 . 6
0 .6-2. 0
2. 0- 6.0
6.0-2 0
>20

A need was identified to have an additional descriptor added for
horizon tal transmissibility and several ind iv iduals will be contacted to participate in this phase.
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Zones of Water Saturation
1.

Only minor alterations were mad e to this section: " apparent" was
replaced by observed which now reads "observed water table "; and
two classes were tentatively deve loped for origin of water, ie .
telluric and stagnant. Development of definitions to describe thes e
two cla sses are required.

2.

Concern was expressed by several individuals over t he distinction
betwee n s urface water gleys and ground water gleys . It was generally
felt that they could be differentiated and a c commodated within t he
"zones of water saturation". Jerry Beke, together with his Maritime
col leagues, has volunteered to pr epare a r eport sugges ting procedures for their inclusion. Karel Michalica has already prepared a
draft and this could be used as a starting point.
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PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR DESCRIBING ' SOIL WATER REGIMES '
13.:i.c kgrouncl
The scheme for describing soi.I moistur e and drainage is similar to
that described in Appendix I of the report of the C.S. S.C. s ubcommittee
on soil water regimes give n at the Meeting of the C. S .S .C. at Saskatoon
in 1973. This scheme consists very much of what has traditionally been
considered as soil d rainage, except that regional aspects of soil moist ur e
are included, as are criteria for describing zones of water saturation
(water table) . Internal drainage is replaced by soil permeab i l ity classes
and surface run-off is handled by a hydrologic soil group.
There is need to modify the traditional approach to soil drainage
because of several considerations. Firstly the traditional scheme does
not differentiate adequately between water availability and permeability.
For example a very pe rmeab le, coarse gravelly soil occurring in a wet
depression would have to be c lassed as very poorly drained. Seco ndly
t he traditional ap proach does not lndicaLe regional moisture differentiation as a function of precipitation. For example, a rapid ly drained
site occurring in a wet coastal zone would receive much more water from
precipitation than would a similar site in a dry inter ior or continental
zone. Thirdly, the present drainage classification does not distinguish
between external ( s urface ) drainage and internal (prof ile ) drainage.
Thus, a well drained lacustrine clay soil on gently rolling topography
may have good s urf ace drainage but its internal drainage may be restricted
by permeability. Many more examples could be found, but t hese three
1.nd1..cate that there are macro and micro as well as internal and externa l
e lements in soil moisture and dra i nage, and that these should be recognized.
The total scheme cons ists of five parts : 1) soil moisture regime
subclasses; 2) soil drainage classes; 3) soil permeability classes; 4) zones
of water saturation and 5) hydrologic soil groups. The first relates to
the mo isture regime s ub classes of the soil climate map of Canada, a nd
provide s a statement on regional moisture conditions. These are intended
for use at regional levels and should not be confused with local or s ite
drainage classification. It is intended that all s ubsequent descri ptions
of ' soil wa ter regimes ' be made with reference to a soil moisture s ubclass. The second is a redefined adaption of present soil drainage
classes; this provides a statement on soil site drainage . The third,
soil permeability classes, relates to the potential of a soil to transmit
water internally. Permeability is independent of field mois ture and is
therefore independent of climate (moisture regime) and drainage class.
The fo urth, zones of water saturation, classifies soils according to
depth to water table, kind of water table, time of year that the wat er
tahle is highest and the source of water. Zones of water saturat ion
augment the drainage and perviousness classes. The fifth, hydrologic
soil groups, is adopted from the Soil Cons ervation Service of t he U.S .D.A.
a nd i s intended to substitu te for surface runoff classes. Its inclusion
a llows one to estimate runoff from s mal l watersheds. The scheme therefore allows for a five stage statement on soll moisture and drainage,
ranging from a regional moist ure assessment (moisture regime), to the
ability of a so il to transmit water (soil permea bility class).
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Soil drainage c lasses are defined in terms of availabl e water storage
capacity and source of water. Soil drainage in a dynamic sense refe rs to
the rapidity and extent of the removal (re lative to the addition) of water
from soil. It i s affected by a number of factors acting s eparately or
in combination, including texture, structure, gradient, length of slope,
wa ter holding capacity, evapotranspiration.
Soil permeability class es are introduced t o eliminate confusion bet ween drainage and permeability. In tha t they re f er to the potential
of a s oil to tr ansmit water inte rnally, they are inferred fro m charac teristics of the soil such as structure, texture, porosity, cracks, and
shrink-swell propert ies . They are closely related to measures of saturated
hydraulic co nduc tivi ty, percolation rate, infiltration rate, etc ., but
these are r eserved for actual meas ur ement s using standard techniques.
Permeability can app l y to a so il or a hori zon. In this case it is meant
to apply to a so il , i n which case the class is c ontrolle d by the watertransmitting potential of the l east permeable layer in the s oil .
Hydrologi c s oil groups a re used in estimating runoff from small water
sheds. Fl ood pr event ion work, for exampl e, uses estimates of the amount
of runoff from streams of e~pected intensity for design of structures and
for water control prac t ices . The potential of the soils of a watershed
t o permit the entry of wa ter a t the surface and to transmit it internally,
is one of the important factors af fecting runoff . The hydrologic soil
groups are determined a ccording to their infiltration and transmission
rates .
Runoff refers to the loss of water f rom an area by flow over the
s urface . The amount and rate of runoff depends on several factors ,
inc luding: 1) the dura tion and intensity of the r a infa ll; 2) anticedent
moisture conditions; 3) s urface cover; 4) t he physical capacity of the
soil to take i n · and dis pose of water internally , and 5) topogr aphy.
Es timation of the amo unt of r unoff f rom individual kinds of soil r equire
co nsideration of all of these f ac tor s. Because of the qualitative na ture
and ex treme variations in some of th ese parameters i t is questio nable
whe ther r uno f f classes serve a useful purpose . Furthermore , many of the
inferences they s upport can be made from hydr ol og i c groups, permeabil ity
cl asses and drainage classes .
Th e Classif i cation Scheme
I deally, all categori es of the scheme should be defined quantitative l y. However, the necessary da ta a nd monitoring systems to de fine
and use s uch a system are l acking. Thus the proposed scheme i s mainly
qua lit a tive but it can be used until data a r e collected.
1.

So il mois ture r egime s ubclasses
(from soil c l imat e cl assification)

Aguie Regime
Soil is saturated fo r significant periods of the growing season .
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Peraquic
Soil sat ura ted for very long periods.
capillary reach of the s urface.

Gro und water level at or within

Aquic
Soil sa turated for moderately l ong periods.
Subaqulc
Soil saturated for short periods .
Mois t Uns aturated Regime
Varying periods and intensitie s of water deficits during the growing
season.
Per humid
Soll moist a ll year, s eldom dry. No significant water deficits
du r ing the growing seas on. Water deficits 0-<2.5 cm ( <l inch) . Climate
moisture index >84 .
Humid
Soil not dry in any part as long a s 90 consecutive days in most
years. VeLy ~light def icits in growing season. Wat er defici ts 2.5- <6.4
cm (l- <2. 5 inches). Climatic moisture index 74 - 84.
Sub humid
Soil dry in some parts when soil temperature is >5°c ( >41°F) in some
years. Significant deficits within g rowing season. Water deficits 6.4<12. 7 cm ( 2.5- <5.0 inches). Climatic moisture index 59-73 .
Semi-arid
Soil dry in some parts whe n soil tempera ture is >5°C ( >41°F) in most
years. Moderately severe deficit s in growing season . Water deficits
12. 7-<19.1 cm (5.0- <7.5 inches). Climatic mo i sture index 46-58 .
Subarid
Soil dry i n some parts or all part s most of the time when the so il
temperature is >5°C ( >41°F). Some periods as long as 90 consecutive day s
wh e n the soil is moist. Severe growing season deficits . Water deficits
19.1-38.1 cm (7.5->15 inches) in BOREAL and CRYBOREAL classes, 19.1-<50.8
cm (7.5- 20 inches) in MESIC or warmer classes . Climatic moisture index
25-4 5.
Arid
Soil dry in some or all pa r ts most of the time when soil is >5°C
( >41°F). No period a s long as 90 consecutive days when soil is moist.
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Very severe growing season def icits. Water deficits >38 .1 cm (15 inches)
in BOREAL and >50.8 cm (20 inches) in MESIC or warmer classes. Climatic
moisture index <25.
Xeric
Soil dry in all parts 45 consecutive days or more within the four
month period (July to October) following the summer solstice in more than
6 years out of 10. Soil moist in all parts for 45 consecutive days or
more within the four month period (January to April) following the winter
solstice in more than 6 years out of 10.
Quantitative Climate
Aquic Regime

Moisture Deficits (cm)

CMI

Moisture Deficits ( cm)

CMI

Peraquic
Aquic
Subaquic
Moist
Unsaturated Reg ime
Per humid
Humid
Sub humid
Semiarid
Subarid
Arid
Xeric

<2.5
2.5-<6.4
6 .4-<12.7
12. 7-<19.1
19.1-<50.8
>50.8

>84
74-84
59-73
46-58
25-45
<25

Arid and Zeric s ubc lasses are not be lieved to occur extensively in
Canada but may be found in local areas of microclimate.
CMI - Climatic moist ure index i s an expr ession of the percentage
contribution of growing-season precipitation to the total amount of water
required by a crop if lack of water is not to limit its production.
2.

Soil drainage classes
(from C.S.S.C., 1973)

V0ry rnpidly drained
Water removed from the so il very rapidly in relation to supply.
Excess water flows downward very rapidly if underlying material is pervious. There may be very rapid subsurface flow during heavy rainfall
provided there is a steep gradient. Soils have very low available water
storage capacity (usual ly <2.5 cm (1 inch)) within the control section
and are usually coarse textured and/or s hallow. Water source is precipitation.
Rapidly drained
Water removed fro m the so il rapidly in relation to supply . Excess
water f lows downward if underlying material is pervious. Subsurface

v,
f low may occ ur on steep gradients during heavy rainfall. Soils have
low avai l ab l e water s torage capacity (2 .5-3.8 cm (1- 1 .5 inches)) with in
the co ntro l section, and are us ually coarse t ex tured and/or s hallow.
Water so urce i s precipitation.
Well drained
lv,1 ter Ls removed fro m the soiJ readil y but not rapidly.
Excess
water f l ows downward readily in to underlying perv ious ma t erial or lateral l y
as subsurface flow. Soils have intermediate available water storage
ca pacity (3.8-5 cm (1. 5-2 inches)) within the control section, a nd a r e
generally intermediate in texture and depth . Water source is prec ipitatio n .
On s lopes subs ur face flow may occur for s hor l durat io ns but a dditions are
equalled by l osses.

Moderately we ll drained
WR t er is r emoved from t he soil somewhat slowl y in rel ation to
s upply . Excess water is removed somewhat slowly due to low p ervious ness,
shallow watertable, lack. of gradient or some combination of these. Soils
have intermediate to high water storage capacity (5-6.2 cm (2-2.5 inches ))
within the control sect ion a nd are usually medium to fine textured. Precipitation a nd s ignific a nt add itions by s ubs urface flow are necessary i n
coarse textured soils.
Imperfectly dra ined
Water is removed from the soil ~u[[lciently slowly i n relation to
supply to keep t he so il wet for a signif i can t part of the growing season .
Excess water moves slowly downward if pr ecipitation is major s upply.
If s ubs urface and/or ground water is main source, flow ra t e may vary but
the so il remains wet for a signi ficant part of the growing seas on. Precipitation l s main source i f available water storage capacity is high;
contribution b y subsurface and/or groundwater flow increases as available
water storage capacity decr eases. Soils have a wide range in avail able
water s upply , t ex ture and dept h , a nd are gleyed phases of we l l drained
subgroups.
Poorly d rained
\fa ter is removed so slowly in relation to supply that the soi l
r e mains we t for a comparatively l arge part of t he time t he soil is not
froze n . Excess wat e r is evid ent in t he soll for a large part of the time.
Subsurface f low a nd/or ground water flow in a ddition to precip itat i on
are main wa ter s ources ; there may also be perched water tabl e with pr ecipitation exceeding eva potrans piration. Soils have wid e range in
available wat er s torage capacity, textures and dept h , and are gleyed
s ubgro ups , g l eysol s and organics.

Very poorly drained
Water is removed from the soil so s lowly t hat the watertabl e rema ins at or on the s u rface the greater part of the time t he soil ls
not froz e n . Excess water is present ln the soil the greater part of
t he t ime . Ground water Elow and s u bs urface flow arc major water s ources .
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Precipitation is of lesser importance except where there is a perched
watertable with prec ipitation exceeding evapotranspiration. Soil s have
a wide range in available water s torage capacity, texture and depth,
and are either gleysolic or organic.
Quantit a tive Limits
Available Water
Storage capacity ( cm)
Very rapidly drained
Rapidly drained
Well drained
Modera tely well drained
Imperfectly drained
Poorly drained
Very poorly drained
3.

<2.5
2.5-3.8
3.8-5.0
5.0-6.2
Variable
Variable
Variable

Soil permeability classes
(abridged from preliminary write-up for the revised USDA-SCS soil
survey manual)

High permeability
The capacity to transmit water vertically is so great that the soil
would remain wet for no more than a few hours after thorough wetting if
there were no obstructions to water movement outside the body classified .
The horizons and soils have large and continuous or connecting pores and
cracks that do not close with wetting. Many, but not all, fragmental,
sandy, skeletal soil bodies provide these conditions, as do some medium
and fine textured horizons that have extremely strong, granular structure
and large, connecting pores.
Moderate permeability
The capacity to transmit water vertically is great eno ugh that the
soil would remain wet for no more than a few days after thorough sat uration if there were no obstructions to water transmission outside the
body classified. Most moderatel y pervious soils hold relatively large
amounts of water against the force of gravity , and are considered good,
physically , for rooting and supplying water to plants. Soil horizons
ma y be granular, blocky , ~,;reakly platy or massive (but porous) if continuous conducting pores or cracks are present which do not close with
wetting.
Low permeability
The potential to transmit water vertically is so low that the
horizon or the soil would remain wet (saturated) for periods of a week
or more after thorough wetting whether or not there were obstructions
to water movement outside the body c l assified. The soil may be ma ssive,
blocky or platy, but connecting pores that could conduct water when the
soil is wet are few, and cracks or spaces among peds that may be present
when the soil is dry close with wetting. Roots are usually few or absent,
even in positions accessible to them, and if present, they are localized
along cracks when the soil is wet.

Suggcs te<l Qll;rn Lil at i vc• LI 111 I ts

Name

in c hes/hour

cm/day

Hig h
Moderat e
Low

2->20
0 .2-2
<0. 2

121.9- >1200
12. 5- 121. 9
<12 . 5

Eac h subclass can be further subdivided as re quired.
4.

Zones of water saturation
(in part from preliminary write-up for the revised USDA-SCS soil
s urvey manual )

A seasonal high wa t er table i s a zone of sat ura tion at t he hig hest
average depth during the wettest season . It is at least 15 cm (6 inches )
thick, persists i n the soil for more than a few days, and occ urs within
2 m of t he soil surface. Most water tables occur within the so il and
are me as ure d from t h e s urface of t he s oil down to the free-water level.
In swamps and marshes , however, the water table is a bove t he surface of
the soil much of the time a nd the water table i s meas ured from t he s urface
of the wa t e r down to the soil s urfa ce.
Soils that have seasonal high water t a bles are classi fied according
to de pth to the water table, kind of water t a bl e, time of year that the
water t a ble is highest and the origin of the water .
Depth
De pth of seasonal high wate r table fro m the soil surface should be
give n in metres. The range from the s oil s urface should reflect the year
t o year variation in ave rage highest depth. Dep th to wate r table within
the so i l s hould be recorded with the small number first, eg. 2-3. Wate r
t a ble above t he soil s ur face s hould be us ed for mar shes and swamps and
s hould be recorded with t he large number fir s t, eg., 2- 0.5.
Kind
Thr ee kinds of seasona l high water table are recognized within the
soil: apparent, perched, and artesian. Another kind is above the soil
s ur face much of the time as in marshes and swamps.
Apparen t water t a ble is t he l evel at wh ich water s tands in a freshly
dug unlined borehole . It is influenced by the hydrostatic pressure of
soil water a nd by pressure a t greater de pth s penetrated by the bor ehole ,
water re l atio ns across impermeable layers, and other factors. In the
absence of evidence that would permit grea t er specifity, t herefore , the
term apparent wa ter table s hould be us e d for t he leve l at which water
s t ands i n an uncased bor ehol e after adequate time for adjustment i n the
s urr ounding soil.
Perched water table is one that exists in the soil a bove an uns at ura t e d
zone. A water table may be inferred to be perched on the basis of
general knowledge of the water levels of an area , t h e lands cap e po s ition,
the permeability of soil layers, an d from other evide nc e . To prove that
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a wa ter table is perc hed , it is necessary to observe the water l evels
in cased wells placed above, in, and below the less permeable layer.
If the water in the well above the less permeable layer is consistently
higher than the other two, the water table is perched.
Artesian water table is one that exists under hydrostatic head beneath
an impermeable layer; when the impermeable layer has been penetrated by
a cased borehole the water ris es. The final level of the water in the
cased borehole may then be characterized as an artesian water table.
Areas with water tables above the surface of the soil much of the
time are characterized as marsh or swamp--marsh having herbaceous
vegetation and swamps having woody vegetation.
Time
The percent time that the water table persists at the 30 cm, 90 cm
and 150 cm depth on a yearly basis and on a growing season basis should
be recorded.
Origin of water
This class is used to differentiate between those soils that may be
saturated with water for long periods, and yet maintain a high redox
environment as opposed to those in which reducing (oxygen deficient)
conditions predominant. The former conditions are often associated with
medium to coarse textured so ils on sloping topo graphy where l ateral
subsurface water flow is prevalent.
Specific subclasses are not proposed at this stage.
5.

Hydrologic soil groups
(after SCS, USDA)

A.

(Low r unoff potential). Soils having high infiltration rates even
when thoroughly wetted. These cons i st chiefly of deep, well to
excessively drained sands or gravel s. These soils have a high rate
of wa ter transmission ln that water readily passes through them.

B.

Soils having moderate infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted.
These cons ist chiefly of moderately deep to deep, moderately well
to well drained soils with moderately fine to moderately coarse
textures. These soils have a moderate rate of water transmission .

C.

Soils having s low i n filtration rates when thoroughly wetted . These
consist chiefly of soils with a layer that impedes downward movement
of water or soils with moderately fine to fine texture. These
soils have a slow rate of water transmission.

D.

(High runoff potential) . Soils having very slow infiltration rates
when thoroughly wetted. These consist chiefly of clay soil s with
a high swelling potential, soils with a permanent high water table,
soils with a claypan or clay layer at or near the surface , and
shallow soi l s over nearly impervious material. These soils have
a very slow rate of water transmission.
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REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE 5:

LANDFORMS

A.N. BOYDELL AND D.F. ACTON
A proposed system of landform classification for Canada was described . The system was adopted for use by the Canada Soil Survey
Committee and will be published as Chapter 17 i n Canada Soil Survey
Committee 1978, The Canadian System of Soil Classification. Can. Dept.
Agric. Publ. 1455. Revised. Supply and Services Canada, Ottawa, Ont.
The system as used in British Columbia was publi shed as - Staff of
the Resource Analysis Unit 1976. Terrain Classification System. E.L.U.C.
Secretariat, Victoria .
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REPORT ON CRYOSOLIC SOILS
W.W. PETTAPIECE AND C. TARNOCAI
A proposed classification of Cryosoli~ soils was presented. Amendments were suggested during the discussion and in subsequent correspondence.
As a result the "Cryosolic order" has been adopted for use and is included
as Chapter 6 in Canada Soil Survey Connnittee 1978. The Canadian System of
Soil Classification. Can. Dept. Agric. Puhl. 1455 . Revised. Supply and
Services Canada, Ottawa, Ont.
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APPENDIX I

MEMORANDUM
TO

All Members of CSSC

FROM

J.H. Day
National Soil Correlator
Soil Research Institute

SUBJECT

Date 4 April 1975

Meeting of Subcommittee (17) on Mapping Systems, Units and Legends

In a letter dated 9/1/75 i t was proposed to establish a subcommittee to
investigate intensively principles and practices used in the establishment
of mapping units and legends, in order to: (1) have on record clear statements of the various procedures being used in Canada; (2) serve as a
basis for decisions on the most appropriate procedures to use for various
purposes. It was also suggested that Nowland, Shields and Day would act
as co-chairmen.
This proposal was accepted by most of the few respondents. The time
suggested was for fall after mid October, preferably in sequence with
soil water regimes subcommittee. Given these requirements and those of
holidays and space the proposed time is October 6-8 soil water regime,
October 9-10 mapping systems units and legends. Location - Guelph. Confirmation of these dates is requested.
The attendance at these workshops will necessarily be somewhat restricted
by space and funds available. The reason for consecutive sessions i s
to include a reasonable number of persons and to minimize travel costs
when possible. It is recommended that officers in charge designate
pe r sons to participate taking into consideration: (a) work responsibility
or project; (b) experience.
Topics that should be reviewed by provincial groups are listed below.
The review should begin now, and a report should be prepared by each
group in a format suitable for early circulation to all groups.
A.

Relationship of mapping units to the taxonomic system. At what
level in the system are the map unit components classified at scales
1:25,000, 1:50,000-1:125,000, 1:250,000?

B.

How are the map units and components shown on the map and described
in the legend: Is the symbolization complex with simple legend, or
the reverse?

C.

Degree of incorporation of geomorphological units into the symbols
and legend.

D.

De gre e of incorporation of clima te or vegetation zonation into the
mapping unit: definitive or descriptive?

E.

Method of incorporating stoniness, topography, and erosion into the
symbol and in the legend.
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F.

Me thod of ha ndllng comple xes - "pur e " ove r s imp lified ma pping units
wit h a ss umptions not ed i n f oot no t es or els ewhe re - or "honesty wit h
vag ue ne ss " ap proa c h , ie . , indicative rat her t ha n spec ific de linea tions to s how all t h ings that occur within the units and how to
recognize them, but no t exactly wher e they are .

G.

Re l ative in terpretabili ty of d i ffere nt types of mapping unit . How
can in t e rpretation rating s be shown on maps g i ven e ither complex
symbo l s and s hort legend , or s impl e symbols and complex lege nd?

H.

What unique prob l ems d oe s t he l evel of surve y int e ns ity pose for
con str uc tion of symbols and l egends?
If we refe r to intensit ie s of surveys as fo l lows :
Or d er
Order
Order
Order
Or der

1
2
3
4
5

<1 : 12 ,000
1:12,000 - 1 : 31,680
1 :31,680 - 1:125,000
1 : 125,000 - 1:300 , 000
1: 300 , 000 - 1 :1 , 000 ,000

What i n yo ur view should be the taxonomic l evel used and the t ypes
of complex groupings shown in map units and map l egend at each of
these scales?
I.

Describe, i f poss ible the rel ation s hip be tween map symbol or l egend
complexity and the degree of e xpertise required by differe nt catego ries of u sers . Is it reasonab l e to expect all users to unders tand
and uti l ize the mo re complex kinds o f symbols?

J.

What level of carto graphic e rrors and cost s are you willing to acce pt
in o r der to have the mo re complex symbols used on yo ur ma p?

K.

What i s you r view of "land " and "soil"?
one more t han the other : i f s o, why ?

L.

If po ss ible, write a paragraph stating the philosophy that underlies
your res ponses to the previous que stions :

Do you seek. to character i ze

Philosophy can be de fined as :
l .

a body o f philosophical principles or gene ral concept ions unde rl ying a g iven bra nch of learning , a maj or dis c ipline, or a
huma n activi t y , and t he application of it .

2.

an i n tegrated and cons istent pe rsona l attitude toward life
or reality expres sed in beliefs or principles of conduct .

Pl eas e write abou t any other rel at e d matte r that has be e n omitted . Please
return responses b y May 30 so that we can circul a te all at the same
mailing .
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APPENDIX II
THE CONCEPT AND UTILIZATION OF THE SOIL ASSOCIATION IN SASKATCHEWAN*
J.G. Ellis
Saskatchewan Institute of Pedology
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

The Concept of the Soil Association in Saskatchewan
The concept of the Soil Association (1) has greatly influenced soil
mapping in western Canada (9) , (14) . In 1945 it was adopted by the National
Soil Survey Committee (2), (9) - a body representing all soil survey
organizations in Canada . On July 4, 1969 the name of the aforementioned
committee was changed to the Canada Soil Survey Committee (3). Those
familiar with the Association and Catena concepts will have read their
interpretation by such soil scientists as Milne (4), Bushnell (5), (6),
Glentworth (7), Winters (8), Moss (9) and Simonson (10). These people
published their concepts in scientific soil journals dating from the
years 1935 to 1971 . It is somewhat surprising, in view of the fact that
the concept of the Association was accepted by the C.S.S.C. in 1945, that
fundamentals of the Association concept which were described in 1932 (1)
are so unfamiliar to some Canadian soil scientists and many soil scientists
in other parts of North America .
Th e concept of the Association, as it was presented by the late
Dr. J.H. Ellis to the Soil Group Section of the C.S.T.A. in 1931 at their
11th Annual Convention in Guelph and later published in Scientific Agriculture, Volume XII in 1932, is as follows , "The basis of the scheme is
the grouping together into a category called an "association", the genetic
soil types or "associates" which are found together on the same geological
parent material in any given physiographic region. The associations which
are found in any given physiographic region constitute a combination, and
the combinations in a climatic soil region or belt, constitute a zone."
Thus, the categories from broadest to the narrowest, are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
(a)
The

Soil Zone
Combination
The Association and (b) The Associates
Phases

The Soil Zone
The Soil Zone is a refinement or a subdivision of the Soil Region.
The Soil Region is used for very broad separations such as the Grassland
Region, Forest Region, Tundra Region, Pre-Cambrian Region, etc. For more
detailed divisions the Grassland or Chernozemic Regions can be subdivided
into the Brown, Dark Brown, Black and Dark Gray Soil Zones. The Forest
*Submitted as part of a reply dated 12th January 1976 to memos from
J.H. Day dated 4th April and 19th December 1975.
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Regions ca n be s ubdiv :Lded into t he Luvi s olic, Brunis ol ic and Pod zol ic
zones. The Tundra Re gions and Pre-Cambrian Reg i ons, except i n r are cases,
a re not s ubdivided on the bas is of zonality because of the lack of climatic
data and the time and costs involved to i dentify po ckets or i s l a nd s of
Brunisolic, Luvis olic, Podzolic , and oth er soil s which have a zonal connota tion. Thes e Regions are mainly subdivided on the basis of comb ined
or contrasting soil formations on the various pare nt material s contained
in or forming the various physiograp hic divisions within the respective
Regions .
The zonal identi fica tion i s considered t he initial step a t the start
of e ither bro ad or detailed s urveys. The identifi cation of s oil zones
is based on the effect of climate and vegeta tion a nd their de line ation
within a map area is a n ec ess a ry orienta tion procedure . Today, workers
ut i lizing the Bio- Physical Land Classificat i on System for the classification of Forest Lands and associated Wet lands (11) ref er to the concept
of Soil Zones as Bio- Climatic zones and del ineate Land Regio ns on this
basis.
The Combination
"The Combination is based on the physiogra phic regions wit hin the
zone". (1) All soils developed in a g iven physiogra phic region cons titute
a combination. A soil zone may cross a number of physiographic regions
and each physiographic region (or division) will have its own combination
of soils .
The Bear Hills Combination o ccurs in the no rthwest corner of the west
half of the Rosetown Map Sheet, 720 (12) . This Combination consists of
Dark Brown zonal soils deve lope d on a gently to strongly ro lling mora inic
plain containing local silty and sandy glac io-l acustr ine plains . The
morainic plain slopes from approximately 725 m (2375 f eet) on the west to
approximately 610 m (2000 feet) along its eastern boundary. The re is
limited external d rainage and in the interio r the local dra inage is to t he
depressional areas.
The identification and descr iption of the physiographic divisions
within eac h soil zone of a map area results i n a knowledge of the landforms,
relief patterns, d rainage pat terns , s urficial geological de pos i ts and vegetation patterns. Postulat ions can now be made regarding t he soil combinations which occur within each physiographic region. The Combination
concept is analogous to the concept described in the Guidelines for BioPhysical Land Classification for the delineation of "Land Distr icts ".
The Association
"The Association is base d on geological parent ma t e rial" (1) . The
establishment a nd separation of Soil Associations the re f ore requires the
identfication and d elinea t ion of th e various s ur f i c i al geolo gical deposits
(parent materials ) wi thin ea ch physio graphic division i n each soil zone
in the map area .
"An Association includes the genetic soil types (gre a t groups , sub groups ) or Associates (s eries) found i n assoc i at ion on a g ive n parent
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material. In each Combination (physiographic region) within a given Soil
Zone soils are developed on different parent materials" (1). Soils on
different parent materials in the same zone constitute different Associations
as do soils on similar parent materials in different zones.
In the Bear Hills Combination the dominant parent material, in this
portion of the Dark Brown Soil Zone, is unsorted glacial till which occurs
on rolling morainic plains. Interspersed throughout the moraine are
lo cal areas of sandy glacio-lacustrine materials which overlie modified and
unsorted glacial tills . There are also local areas of silty glaciolacustrine materials which overlie modified and unsorted glacial tills.
Therefore, within the Bear Hills Combination in the Dark Brown Soil Zone
three differ ent parent materials occur, namely unsorted glacial till,
sandy glacial-lacustrine deposits over tills and silty glacio-lacustrine
deposits over tills . These parent materials are designated as the Weyburn,
Alert and Keppel Soil Associations respectively.
The "Land System" concept presented in the Guidelines for Bio-Physical
Land Classification is not unlike the Association concept.
The Associate
The Associates within the Association are genetic types which may be
classified at the Great Group or Subgroup level. Thus a Chernozemic
Association could contain Rego, Calcareous, Orthic, Solonetzic, Eluviated
and Solodic Associates. The Associates on a given parent material in a
given Soil Zone are largely the result of the topographic conditions
(slope, aspect, fre quency) and local environment (internal and external
drainage conditions, atmospheric climate and soil climate). It is suggested
that, in an area of uniform climate and uniform parent material, the amount
of moisture entering the soil, and effecting the soil climate and subsequent
soil development, is determined to a large extent by local relief.
Relief ls a fundamental factor in the determination of some local
soils. A soil in the normal well-drained position will be determined
chiefly by the regional climate. Local variations in topographic position,
however, such as knolls, slopes and depressions, will result in soil
climates which differ from the normal regional soil . If , with the exception of level or flat landscapes, the rainfall in an area is in excess
of that which can infiltrate the soil the excess moisture will move from
the highs downslop e and collect in the depressions. The movement of excess
mois ture downslope is accelerated by an increase in slope or increase in
relief between the highs and lows throughout the landscape. The moisture
regimes and subsequent expressions of soil development throughout the
landscape from highs to lows are therefore different at various sites along
the slope - with the highs being locally arid compared to the mid-slopes
and the lows being locally humid. It is assumed that the mid-slope position represents the well drained sites and the s oils in these positions
best reflect the soil deve lopment caused by the regional environmental
conditions. Along the slope there are varying expressions of soil
developme nt, as r e fl ected in the soil profile, which may be classified
according to the characteristics expressed. There is no abrupt beginning
or ending to each sp ec i fic profile at a particular site on the slope but
each different profile blend $ one into the other and eac h is in equilibrium with the soil forming factors at that site. Each of the various
soil profiles are referred to as Associates. The number of Associates
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s ep arated in any Association depends on the det ail desir e d . Some maps
record the delineation of only the dominant (12) As so ciat e; others the
dominant and significant (12) Ass ociates; others each individual Asso ciate, and f inally highly detailed map s re cor d finer distinctions where
subdivisions within Associates are noted and separated as Phases.
The Associa te concept has been utilized in Bio- Physical Class ification to delineate "Land Types".
The Phase
The Phase is a subdivision within t he Association. If a particular
Associat e i s selected as t hat which best reflects the regi onal climatic
e nvironme nt then oth er Associat es whic h exbibit slightly dissimilar
c harac te~istic s, suc h as being s hallower or deeper, may be separated out
as shallow Phase or dee p Phase. The Canadian So il Cl assif ication makes
provis ion for s alJ.ne phases, car bonated phases, grumlc phases, gleyed
phase s a nd lith i c ph ases. The de lineatlon o f phases would only occur on
hlghly detai l ed large sca le s oil ma ps which cover restr i cted areas and
are u t iliz ed for s p ecific purposes .
The Use of the Soil Association in Saskat c hewan
The Association is defined and used in Saskatchewan as follows, "The
Asso c iation is a group of related soil series (Associates) developed on
a particu lar parent mater ial and occurring in a given Soil Zone " (12) .
There fore a change in a) the group o f related soi l ser ies, or b) the nature
of the parent material , or c) the So il Zone would necessitat e t h e
establishment of a new Association . When Associations are estab l is hed
in Saskatchewan they are given a ge ographical name wh ic h us ually indicates
the local ity within the provinc e where the Asso ciat ion was f irs t e ncountered.
The following e xampl es a r e given to illust r ate how Soil As sociations
are use d in Saskatche wan. A group of relate d Chernozemic so il series occur
on glacial till in the Bro~m Soil Zone . The group of related soil ser i es
may contain one or more or all of the fo l lowing Subgroup profiles, Orthic,
Rego, Calcareous, Eluvia t ed, Solonetzic and Solodic . Some o f these Subgro up profile s may b e saline, carbonated or gleyed. Areas of badly eroded
kno ll s, which prior to cul tivation, were fo r merly Rego, Ca l careo us or
Orthlc Subgro up profiles are classified as Orthic Regosols, because they
no longer possess a Cher noz emic Ap horizon , and are cons idered to be part
of the Association . Gleyso lic Subgroup series in the poorly drained
depressio ns are also cons idered to be part o f the Associa tion. It could
be logica lly argued that the Gleysolic series are azonal and should not
be included in the Association . Saskatchewan pedologis t s have o ften
contemplated d ele ting th ese soils f rom the Assoc iation but have not as
yet taken this step, firstly, because of complicating the soil map from
the layman's point of view, a nd secondly because the parent mater ial in
the depressions represents de po s it i onal mater ial from the upslope posit i ons and there fore is related to the gl ac i a l till mater ial a l ong the
s l ope.
The Haverhill Assoc ia tion consists c llief l y of Chernozemic Brown soils
of medium to moderate ly fine t exture developed on unsor t ed g l acial till.
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The Haverhill Association contains the following soil series: Orthic
Brown, Calcareous Brown, Eluviate d Brown, Orthic Regosols, salinized or
carbonated phases of the aforementioned series, and several series of
Gle ysolic s oils.
The Orthic Brown is the dominant series and occurs on the welldraine d interme diate slopes.
The Calcareous Brown series occurs on the upp er slopes and knolls or
r-L<lgcs above the Orthic series . Eroded Calcareous Brown series, which
appear as whitl.sh coloured knolls or ridges in cultivated fields, are
referred to as Orthic Regosol series. This l atter series also occurs on
the knolls or ridges of uncultivated land scapes where due to th e excessive
aridity of the site there has been little or no profile development.
The Eluviated Brown series occurs below the Orthic Brown, on lower
and more gentle s l opes. Eluviated Brown series are most common on undulating topography where slope lengths are longer and less steep than
those in high frequency undulating landscapes .
Salinized or carbonated phases of the Orthic, Calcareous and Eluviated Brown series occur in the same positions throughout the landscape
as their normal counterparts described previously.
The Gleysolic series occupy the undrained depressions (sloughs) and
flat lands occurring in the poorly drained lowe r areas. Several series
of Gleysolic soils may occur in a depr ess ion but in most instances the
area occu pied by each series is too s mal l to be significant as a mapping
unit.
The distribution of the various s eries and the ir areal extent and
occ urrence is de pende nt on local relief . There is an increase in locally
arid profiles and locally humid profiles with an increase in relief.
The current mapping program in Saskatchewan is published at a scal e
of 1 inch to 2 miles or 1:126,720. At this scale the separat ion of Map
Units within an Association is r eadily accomplished. A Map Unit is a
portion or segment of a Soil Association compos ed of Series or Series
Complexes. A Series is a particular Subgroup profile on a particular
parent mat erial and a Series Complex is a grouping of particular Subgroup
profiles. As mentioned previously th e occurrence and extent of the
Series or Series Complexes are related to the changes in relief. A
Seri es or Series Complex is considered to be Dominant when it occupies
over 40% of the Map Unit and is Significant when it occupies over 15%,
but not more than 40%, of the Map Unit. In the Haverhill Association
the following Map Units have been es tablished in the Rosetown Map Area (1 2).
Hrl.,... Dominantly Orthic Brown occurring on knob and kett l e roughly
undulating and dis sected gen tly s loping topography . Nearly a ll this map
unit whether it occurs alone or in complex with map units of other Associations i s cultivated. Hrl r e presents the best areas of Haverhill soil s.
Hr2 - Domi nantly Orthic Brown, with significant combinations of
Cal careous Brown and Orthic Regosol series, and a s ignificant amount of

so
Clcysolic soils. Thi s map uni t occurs mainly on morainic landscapes which
hnvc n variety of topogrnp l1y, from gently to strongly rolling. This is
o ne o[ t he poor e st lf aver hi ll mar unit s d 11e to signif ica nt amount s of poorer
kinds of soil on the knolls (C a l careo us Brown a nd Orthic Regosols ) and
the poorly drained depress i ons (Gl eyso lic se ries ) .
HrL1 - Dominantly Orthic Brown with signi fican t combinat ions of Calcareous Brown and Orthi c Regosol se ries. I t occurs on a variety of
topograrhy from roughly undul ating to moderately rolling. Most Hr4 lands capes are d isse ct ed . Agriculturally t he Hr 4 unit is somewhat better
than Hr 2 since the latt er occu rs prin cipally on undissected l ands capes
and contains numerous undrained slo ugh s .
Hr8 - Dominan t ly Orthic Brown, with significan t Calcareous Brown
and signi f i cant Eluviated Brown series. This map uni t occurs on rough
undulating to gently rolling topograp hy . Agriculturally, areas of Hr8
are second only to the Hrl map uni t. The slightly l ower p r oductivity of
Hr8 soils is largely due to t he calcareous knolls.
Hr9 - Dominantly a combination of Cal careous Brown and Orthi c Re goso l
with a s ignificant a mount o f a combination of Orthic Brown, Eluviated
Brown a nd Gl eysolic seri es . This ma p unit o ccurs on moderately rolling
topography with a high frequency of undulations, t hat i s many per half
mile. This is one of the poorer Haverhill map units due to the low
productivity on t he arid knoll s and in t he poorly drained depressions.
Hrll - Dominantly a combination of Orthic and Calcareous Brown series
wit h a significant combination of Eluviated Brown series and Gleysolic
series. This map unit occurs on ro ughly undulati ng a nd gently roll i ng
topography . The agricultural potential of Hrll areas is slightly lower
tha n that of Hr8 areas be cause of t he poorly drained Gl eysolic soils.
If similar subgroup profiles , as the Haverhill , occur as Series and
Series Compl exes on a different paren t material in the Brown Soil Zone a
new Ass ociat ion would be established. For examp l e, the Bi r say As sociation
which consists of Chernozemic Brown series develope d on sandy glaciolacustrine deposits is separated from the Have rhi ll series which are
deve loped on uns orted glacial till .
Conversely if a different s u ite of sub gro up profiles occur on nearl y
similar par e nt material in the same So i l Zone as the Haverhill Association
another Association would be establ ished - for e xampl e, the Flaxcombe
Association which consist s of Brown Solonet zic s ub gro up pro f iles is
separated f r om the Have r hill Association.
A grou p of subgroup profiles s imi l ar to those in t he Haver hill
Association b u t occurring in a different Soil Zone would necess itate the
establishme nt o f another Association . Fo r example, the Haver hil l a nd
Weyburn Associations differ in th at the for mer are Che rnozemi c Brown soil s
whil e the latt er are Cherno zemic Dark Brown soils .
Th e relationship between the As sociation, Ma p Unit, Series, Series
Complexes , Paren t Material and Zone i s illustrated i n Table IIA which is
ex tracted from a portion of the Rosetown Map Shee t Legend (12) .
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The utilization of the Association and its Map Units as a mapping
device in Saskatchewan would not be illustrated completely if the importance
of the local landforms and relief were omitted. Thus Table IIB, which is
part of the Rosetown Map Sheet Legend, is presented to indicate the major
landforms and types of landform and the range of slope classes and topography which accompany the Association Map Unit edit on Saskatchewan soil
maps. The Textural Grouping and Classes in Table IIB are used to denote
the surface texture of the Map Units delineated and are related to the
parent materials described in Table IIA.
The interpretation of the map l egends presently in vogue in Saskatchewan
and the significance of the divisions in the map legends are as follows:
The purpose of the legend is to present a systematic arrangement of
the soils of the area and to indicate how t hese soils may be identified
and located on the map.
In the map lege nd the Soil Associat i ons are arranged alphabetically
under the captions which broadly describe their classification. Such
headings as Dominantly Chernoz emic Brown Soils, Dominantly Brown Solonetzic
Soils, etc., are utilized.
The horizontal divisions of the legend pre sent the information by
which each Soil Association and its Map Units may be identified on the
map. This information is presented at the top of the legend under the
fol lowing headings from left to right: Color and Ass ociation, Map Unit,
Series and Series Complexes, Parent Material (see Table IIA). These terms
are int erpre t ed as follows:
COLOR - The colors on t he map (along with the printed symbols) are
us ed primarily to identify the Soil Associations and to s how their location
and extent throughout the map area. The co lor also indicates the different
geological deposits or parent materials on which the various Associations
occur. Thus different types of glacial till are colored blue and mauve,
gl acio-fl uvial gravels are brown, fluvial lacustrine s ands are ye llow,
glac io-lacustrine s ilt s are orange , glacio-lacustrine clays are pink (light
phase) and red (heavy phase), glacio- lacustrine sand s are tan , aeolian
sands are light yellow, recent alluvium deposit s are green, and bedrock
exposur es and hillwash deposits are gray.
ASSOCIATION - The Soil Association is the most important unit of
t he soil map, s ince it represents a group of related Soil Series developed
on a particular parent material ·deposit and occurring in a given Soil
Zone. Thus the Association name or its map symbol can call to mind a
combination of natural feat ures, including the kind of landscape, the
prevailing surface color of t he soil, the dominant soil textures, and the
kind of native vegetation.
MAP UNIT - Once the Soil Association has been id entified, t he Map
Unit is the next most important f ea ture of the soil map. It represents a
portion or segmen t of a Soil Asso c iation and is composed of one or more
Soil Series. Differe nt Ma p Units a r e separated on the basis of different
proportions of Soll Serie s occurring within t he Association. Within the
Map Unit th e various Soil Series pro f iles are associated with differences
in topogra phic po s ition and related drainage conditions. Hence, in the
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ASSOOAT10N 1

SERIES' AND SERIES COMPLEXES'

MAP'
UNIT

DOMINANT'

PARENT MATERIAL

SIGNIFICANT'

DOMINA NTLY CHERNOZEMIC BROWN SOILS

HAVERHIU

BIRSAY

Hrl
H,2

O,thic Brnwn
O, thic Brown

th4

O ,thlc Brown

H,I

Orthic Brown

CColcoreous Brown, Orthlc
Regosoll Gleymlics
IColcoreous Brown,
Orlhic Regoso ll
Colcor eous 8,own.

H,9

IColcoreous Brown,

Eluvioled Brown
IOrlhlc Brown, Eluvio led

Hill

Orlhic RegosoU
10,l hlc Brown,
Ca lcareous Brownl

Brown, G leysolic d
IEluvioted Brown, Gleysolicst

By1
By2
By3
ByS

Or lhlc Rrown
Orlhlc Brown
Or thi c Brown
IBrown soils ond their solinized
and/ or carbonated pho1esl

By&

Solinized
Colcoreou s Brown
lSolinlzed ond/ o , corbonoted
Brown ond rolinized and/ o r
corbonoted Gleyiolic.sl

817

Medium 10 moderately fine 1u1ured, modetolely
colcoreous. unsorted glociol 1111

Calcareous Brown
Eluvioted Brown

Medium lo mode,otely fine textured. mode,.otely
colco,eous, sandy glocio -lacustrine doposih having
over 15% clor

OOMINANTLY BROWN SOLO NETZIC SOILS
Fc2
FLAX COMBE

IBrown Solodized·Solonot z,
Brown Solodl
IB,own Soled, Brown Solonolz,
Brown Solone lzic soils

Fc3
Fc4

TABLE IIA

Brown Solonelz
Moderotolr fine loxlu,ed. moderolelr colco,eous
glociol till

A portion of the Rosetown Map
Sheet Legend, Saskatc hewan

TEXTURAL GROUPINGS AND CLASSES

SLOPE CLASSES AND TOPOGRAPHY

Te,r, lurol Clon and Symbols

Texlurol Group

CoorH textured .... . . . • . . . . Sond fsJ, loomr sond 1111
Mod orolelr coo,so lulur ed .. . Sondr loom ISII, sondr loom g rove llr hllgl), fine sondr loom (Ill
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TABLE IIB

Very gently unduloling

Topo g raphy-hot single slopu giving o reg ular surface.
Topography-hos mull1ple dopes giving on irre gular
surface ond frequenc.y pc1llern.
>Roughly undulo ling hos higher frequency lhon genlly und uloting.

1 Complex

SEQUENCE OF MAP SYMBOLS

Slmple Topog,aphy 1 Complex Topogrophy2

Symbol s a nd definitions of c l as ses used
in the Rosetown Map Sheet, Saskatchewan
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field, a Map Unit may be identified first by its landscape (the pattern
of differences in relief or height , the kind and frequency of slopes,
the comparative roughness of the surface and the drainage of the area).
The full identification of the Map Unit requires the recognition of the
Soil Series profiles and their place and extent within the landscape.
SERIES AND SERIES COMPLEXES - Listed under this heading are the
Soil Series profiles belonging to each Map Unit. The individual Series
are identified by the descriptive name of their Subgroup profile -- all
profiles of a given Soil Series belong to a single Subgroup .
The Soil Series shown in the legend are divide d into those that are
Dominant and those that are Significant. These terms refer to the relative proportion of i ~iven Series as it occurs in a Map Unit. Dominant
Series occupy over 40% of a given Map Unit, while Significant Series occupy
over 15% but not more than 40% of a Map Unit.
As shown by the legend, often only one Series is indicated as
Dominant. Where two or more Series are indicated as Dominant, they are
grouped together and enclosed in brackets. This means that the several
series, considered together, make up over 40% of the Map Unit.
PARENT MATERIAL - This section of the legend provides a brief
desription of the texture and kind of geological material on which each
Soil Association has developed . The recognition of the parent materials
is of the greatest importance in identifying and understanding the various
Soil Associations. More detailed descriptions of the parent materials
are given in the r epor t under the descriptions of Soil Associations.
TEXTURAL GROUPINGS AND CLASSES - The textures shown on the soil map
represent the textures of the cultivated (Ap) layer or horizon, or the
uncultivated surface horizon (usually the Ah horizon). On the soil map,
only the dominant texture or textures of a Map Unit are shown. Where more
than one textural class is shown, the first named texture is considered
to be dominant. The symbols used to denote surface textur es on the map
are given in the legend und er the above h eading (see Table IIB) .
LANDFORMS AND TOPOGRAPHIC CLASSES - This section of the legend
explains the symbols used to indicate the various landforms which are associated with the surface deposits in the map area. There are seven
major landforms in the legend which may be divided into four different
types depending upon the surface configurations within each major landform.
In this section the symbols and descriptive material for the slope
classes and topography are also presented (see Table IIB).
SEQUENCE OF MAP SYMBOLS - On the soil map each separate soil area is
enclosed by a soil boundary line. Within the boundary the soil area is
identified by symbols, which are always arranged in the following sequence:
Soil Association - Map Unit - Texture
Landform - Slope Class

Hr4 . L
Md4

Using Tables IIA and IIB the sequence of map symbols Hr4~ are int erpreted as follows:
Md4
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Hr - Haverhill Association, dominantly Cherno zemic Brown soils developed on medium to moderGtely fine textured, mod erately calcareous
unsorted glacial till .
Hr4 - Map Unit, in which the Orthic Brown Series is Dominant and
t here i s a Significant combination of Calcareous Brown and Orthic Regosol
series.
L - surface texture, lo am.
Md - landform and type, dissected moraine .
4 - topography and slope class, moderately sloping with 6-9% slopes.
Thus the soil map and l egend provide a concise and comprehensive
insight into the use of the Association Map Unit concept as a mapping
device . Although much information may be obtained from a soil map and
legend , by those familiar with the terminology, the soils report provides
the opportunity to describe the Soil Association and its Map Units in
detail and to eval uate t heir characteristics for the enlightenment of
others.
The Association c oncept affords the opportunity to compile broad
or detailed soil maps and has been used in Saskatchewan for the production
of maps ranging in scale from 1:1,760,320 or .083 inch to the mile to
1 : 1917.5 or 32 inches to the mile.
In view of the present concern regarding the mapping of che nonagricultural areas in Canada, and the proposals which have been put
f orward by Canadian workers regarding the surveys of forest l and and permafrost areas (13), (10), (11) the Association co nc ept is submitted as an
effective and meaningful mapping device for any degree of abstraction
at any scale desired.
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APPENDIX III
MEMORANDUM
TO

C.S.S.C. Members

FROM

J.H. Day, B. Kloosterman, and J.G. Roberts

SUBJECT

MAY 1975

Mapping legends and symbols

In a letter to T.M. Lord discussing the Fort St. John legend,
that the CanSIS data system had a limitation as to the number
that could be handled in a map symbol . Recently after trying
to explain to some Western Mappers, Day asked Kloosterman for
instruction explained in A below.

it was implied
of elements
and failing
detailed

A.
The symbol data set was constructed on the basis of twelve
packages of four characters each, plus twelve separators, making a total
memory capacity of 60 bytes. For this reason, the limit of twelve packages was stated to exist. It did not take very long to discover that
many symbols presently in use exceed the 12-package limit.
Bruce and Ed Brandon consequently have decided to rewrite those parts
of program that define the 4-byte package in order to remove that limitation, but to retain the 60-byte memory capacity. It, therefore, can be
concluded that for the present style of symbols there is no limitation
attributable to the CanSIS system. Neither is there any limitation on
the amount of prose-style description that can be accomodated in the legend.
B.
The prevailing symbols on maps in cartography utilize fairly
simple landform terminology and symbology. But the last report of the
landform committee has generated a system that has the potential for a
much more complicated symbology. This would be required to recognize
complex or combined landforms and materials with their erosional modifiers
and virgules and colons that inform as to the proportions of components.
0

The data that are being shown in map symbols include:
Numerator:

Denominator:

Soil map unit (as many as 3 components)
Decile proportion
Substrate phase
Surface texture (some with gravelly modifiers)
Particle size class of parent material
Landform plus erosional modifier
Relief
Topography
Stoniness
Rockiness

C.
In the future it is possible that some persons would wish to
expand the symbols to connote additional information. It was suggested
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recently at a meeting jn B.C. t hat maps shoul d carry information on
hydrology and on vegetation, in addition to the soil- landform data presently s hown.
It was asked if the CanSIS system could accomodate four symbol data
fi les ( soil, landform, h ydrology, vegetation) all attached to one set of
map boundaries (polygons). The system could be so establis hed but integration of data sets for manipulative p urposes would immediately be confronted by the 60-byte memory capacity ref e rred to in (A) .
An a l ternative meth od would be to use a 4 point nonconnatative or
generalized symbol for all of these "Sectors " .
D.
It seems to us that this subcommittee must consider and eventually reach a decision pertaining to a group of problems .
1.
What information should be shown in the map symbol? Should
the symbol be a s connotat ive as possible within certain restraints
or s hould the symbol be us ed to direct user to legend .
2.
What restraints exist or should be imposed on a ) the categories
of information and b) the detail of separation made at map scale used
for each information e l ement , in the map symbol .
3.
What information should be shown in the numerator and denominator?
4.
Should decile proportion be used for soil a nd landform components, or is it pre fe rable to use only virgules, colons, etc. for
landform components . The use of virgules and colons apparently would
require changes in the CanSIS conunands now i n use that are coded
into the symbol during cartography.
5.
The pres ent trend in soil survey, to attempt to convey the
maximum of information via the symbol, is not without disadvantages.
Long complex symbols are error- prone during compilation and require
large inputs of pro gramming of style and type face. They obliterate
base map information such as contours and lot numbers . Draftsmen
must spend excessive amount of time locating and relocating symbols
to minimize loss of information . Finally long complex symbols are
often difficult for nonspecialist users to comprehend.
Inasmuch as professional users,
symbols, us ually have acc ess to
is timely to ask why we produce
maps supposedly for the average
and use them.

who are accustomed to using long complex
preliminary field or map manuscripts, it
several thousand expensive mult icolored
user , who very often cannot comprehend

In our opinion the bes t procedu re would be to use long complex all inclusive soil and landform symbology on preliminary in-house manuscripts
only. These would be compiled for early dissemination to special user
groups (planners, agronomists). Simple, less connotative symbols should
then be derived from input to CanSIS and for general distribution to the
public. They would be accompa nie d by a legend expanded to include all the
information formerly contained within the complex symbols.
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APPENDIX IV
A GUIDE TO RETRIEVING INTERPRETIVE MAPS
FROM THE CANSIS CARTOGRAPHIC FILE
S.M. FAULKNER AND B. KLOOSTERMAN
Introduction
Most users of soil maps are interested in three categories of information, which are best communicated in map form. The three categories
are:
1)

the location of specific simple features, eg., areas of deep sand
deposits.

2)

the distribution of ranges of properties over the landscape, eg.
surface texture or depth to bedrock.

3)

the distribution of interpretations of properties, eg., the information may be illustrated by a map of suitability for hybrid corn
production or roadbed construction.

For pedologists and other users, these special maps are better than trying
to obtain this information from the soil map and legend directly.
The retrieval subsection of the cartographic file has been designed
to produce these three types of information. The first is produced by
the FEATURE option, and the second and third by the CLASS retrieval option .
1.

Feature Retrieval
Feature retrievals allow the plotting of all map units that satisfy
given criteria. The map unit symbols that meet the criteria may be
assigned codes or connota tive labels (Table IVA and Figure IVA). It
must be remembered that the original soil map symbol in the computer
is never changed; the assigned label on a derivative map is the result
of a translation for output purposes only.

2.

Class Retrieval
This type of retrieval, although the most powerful, is the most
tedious to code. The pedologist is provided with a list of all symbols on the map. He then assigns class names to each symbol for a
given interpretation of the soil map (Table IVB). These data are
keypunched and used by the computer to replace the original soil
symbols with the class name and to delete boundaries which separate
delineations assigned to the same class (Figure IVB and Figure IVC).
A plot tape and two tables are produced on output. One table lists
each assigned class with the accumulated acreage (Table IVC) and
the other all the soil map delineation symbols that have been
assigned to the class (Table IVD).
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Coding Procedure
For purposes of coding, the following terms are defined :
1.

FIRST SYMBOL - that part of a unique symbol up to but not including
the first separator.
eg. F 1 in the symbol be low .

2.

UNIQUE SYMBOL - a complete map de lineati on i dentifier or symbol.
eg. F 1 ; LS - F 2; L/FCJ : 7

3.

SEPARATOR - a non-alphab e tical non- numeric chara cter that may be
part of the symbol in the surveyor 's manuscript or is inserted on
input for computer purposes .
eg. the colon, semicolon , hyphen and slash in the symbol above. The
colon may be used to raise the 7, the semicolon may be used to
change the style of print and the slash is used to place everyt h ing following it into the denominator . The slash must be
reserved for this use only. The hyphen(- ) indicates the break
between dominant and subdominant units.

4.

CLASS - one of the catego ries in an interpretive grouping.

Retrievals are initiated by creating a table of symbols with their
corresponding class name for t he interpretation i n question. This table
is written on CanSIS Retrieva l Coding forms (Tables IVA and B) and is
subsequently keypunched . To avoid processing delays, the forms must be
filled out accurately and c l early. Special care must be taken with certain
characters and numbers that may be mistaken for others, eg., 2 versus Z,
b versus 6, G versus 6 , 1 versus L, 7 versus 1, 0 letter versus O number,
etc.
The forms have two sections. Columns 1-2 0 are used to code the CLASS
NAME and columns 21-80 are used to code the symbol. The CLASS name may
be composed of any combination of alphabetic, numer ic or special ch aracters .
The FIRST or UNIQUE symbol is coded in columns 21 -80 (Tables IVE and IVB).
The de cision to use FIRST or UNIQUE is up to the pedologist. If the map
del ineation identifier can be assigned to cl as s es on the bas is of the
first symbo l , then one entry on the coding form will carry the interpretation for all UNIQUE symbols carrying the same FIRST symbol (Table IVB) .
On the computer printout, FIRST symbols appear in heavier type than the
UNIQUE (Ta ble IVE). For any given interpretation, one can only use
UNIQUE or FIRST symbols. They cannot be mixed .
There are two restrictions to coding symbols; the slash(/) cannot
be us ed because it acts as a special command c haracter for the comp uter
to place everything following it in the denominator with a 60% red uction
in print size. Double slashes reduce t he print si ze even further. The
other restr iction concerns the use of upper and lower case characters in
a symbol. The computer works with upper case, therefore, we have to
"fudge" lower case. To distinguish between the two on the coding form,
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the characters that have to be lower case are underlined on t he next line
(Table IVF). Note that for the two with the underlining, the class name
(Col. 1-20) is left blank. The underlining convention is also used for
output (Table IVE).
Coding retrievals is laborious at the moment. One way of minimizing
the work is to code the complete list of symbols for a map (FIRST or UNIQUE)
in columns 21-80 on the forms and make a number of xerox copies if a number
of interpretations are desired. Then one needs only to fill in the CLASS
name in columns 1-20. Sometime in the near future, we hope to have the
symbols preprinted for each soil map. This list could be xeroxed to cr eate
a copy for each interpretation and only the CLASS name will have to be
entered by the pedologist for each interpretation listing.
Once the forms have been filled in they should be sent to Dr. B.
Kloosterman, Soil Research Institute, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,
Ontario KlA OC6. He will e nsure that they will be processed as rapidly
as possible. Since there are always some spelling and keypunching errors,
the turn-around time generally is about one month.
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FIGURE IV A Happed water bodies
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FIGURE IV B Original soil del ineat ions and symbol s

SLOPE CLASSES

Class
Level ...................................... .
Nearly leve l .........................

3. Very Genlle slopes .............
Genlle slopes....................

Moderate Slopes ....... ::..

Strong slopes ....... .
Very slronQ slopes ....

8 Extre~e slopes

SOIL M AP
LEGEND
SOIL
ASSOCIATION

MAP
UNIT

Forty Mile
Tributary Floodplain

Ft I
Ft 2
Tp

DOMINANT SOIL
Orlhic Eulric Brunisol

Rego Gteysol-peaty phase
Gleysol and Regosol

TEXTURE

.....loamy sand

Is...
M INERAL \_ANDFOAMS

........ Fluvial

F. ......
A

.......... Alluvial

Surface Expression

c. ..............................
I ....
i

.channelled
.....fan
..........Inclined
...... terraced
...undulallng

I...

EROSIONAL MODIFIERS AND CLASSES

03.

............................. .. ..... Deep occasional gullies
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%Slope
.............0

-0.5

....0 .5-2.5
........... 2

-5

.........6

-9

...... 10 - 15

...... 16 -30
........... 31 -45
............. > 45
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FIGURE IV C Assigned classes for
Drainage and Permafrost
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well drained (dry)

imperfeclly drained (moist-gleyed phases)
very poorly drained (wel-gleysols)

~

well drained (dry) - permafrost

~

imperleclly drained (moisl-gleyed phases) - permafrosl

~

very poorly drained (wet-gleysols) - permafrost

~

waler bodies
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TABLE IV D.

List of map symbols assigned to
each class
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RETRIEVE BY CLASS
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TABLE IVE

List of first and Unique symbols
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1
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1
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1
1
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2
1
1
1
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1
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51077 . 1
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-- 2ss2.1 · - - - - -- ·-- - 4:46
1. 66
1057.2
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8.15
· 0.52
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2.41
1537.5
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· · 24 . 90
15.91
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0 . 09
55.3
12.43
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1
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28
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29
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TABLE IV F Underlining of symbols t o
denote lower case
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